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The quest for faster and more efficient ways to fly through the 
atmosphere has been a vital part of NASA's activities ever since 
the agency's creation in October 1958. Yet its roots go back 
much farther...back to the creation of NASA's predecessor 
organization, the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics (NACA). 
In 1915 Congress created the NACA with an appropriation of 
just $5,000. Its mission: Regain the position of aeronautics 
preeminence that America had lost to Europe by the start of 
World War 1. From that modest beginning, the NACA grew into 
the world's premier aeronautics research organization, pushing 
back the frontiers of flight for more than 40 years. 
The NACA designed and constructed the wind tunnels and test 
facilities at the installations now known as NASA's Research 
Centers. The Committee also was responsible for a host of 
technical innovations that garnered five Collier Trophies-
America's most prestigious aviation award. 
During World War II, NACA wind tunnels tested the aero-
dynamics of all U.S. figh ter aircraft in an extensive drag 
reduction program, an effort that often made the difference 
between defeat and victory for American pilots. And when 
NASA was established, NACA facilities and personnel formed 
the nucleus of the new aerospace agency. 
Although NASA is a much different, more diverse organization 
than the NACA, the agency remains true to the Committee's 
legacy: service to the nation through a broad-based, long-term 
For mOSl of us, air travel 
isn ' l an adventure anymore. 
We take it for granted that 
we can climb aboard a we ll-
built, reliable aircrafl and fly 
wherever we want swiftly, 
safely and effic iently. 
Thal confidence didn ' t 
come OUl of a clear blue sky. 
It is in pired by modern 
technology and innovative 
de ign-much of which 
come direcLly from the 
pioneering aeronautics 
re earch b ASA and its 
pred ce sor, the ational 
dvi ory Committee for 
eronautics. 
Overleaf: 
FOREWORD 
• 
WITH NASA's HELP, THE UNITED STATES 
WILL CONTINUE ITS LEADERSHIP 
IN THE FIERCELY COMPETITIVE WORLD 
AEROSPACE MARKETPLACE 
But ASA i n'tcontentto 
live on its reputation. Today, 
our aeronautics programs 
are remarkable for their 
scope and diversity. 
They are also characterized 
by a strong partnership with 
American industry and 
un iversi ties. 
The research itse lf is compli-
cated, but the underlying 
goal is simple: to provide 
technology that can change 
the shape of tomorrow's 
aircraft li tera lly from nose 
to tail. 
Some changes derived from 
ASA research wi ll amount 
to a ubtle revolution. 
There will be new e lec tronic 
system , in creased use of 
advanced materials and 
quieter, more fuel-efficient 
engines. 
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Full-scale aircraft 
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50-foot wind tunnel. ORIGINAL PAGE 
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Oth e r achi evements will be 
more dramatic, leading to 
new clas es of aerospace 
veh icles such as a next-gen-
e ration superson ic transport 
and the X-30 National Aero-
Space Plane. 
With NASA's he lp, the 
United States wi ll continue 
its leadersh ip in the fi erce ly 
compe titive world aerospace 
marketplace as we head 
toward the 21st Century. 
And that has profound 
implications for our econo-
my, for our civil transporta-
tion and for our national 
defe nse . • 
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These are jusL a few faces of 
Natio nal Aeronautics and 
pace AdministraLion 
(NA A) aeronautic research: 
bold , forward-looking endeav-
ors on the cutting edge of 
aerospace techno logy that 
have kept the United States 
aL the forefron t of aviation 
for more than 75 year. 
It's difficu lt to overe timate 
how important aeronauti cs 
research is to the nation's 
economic health and compeL-
itiveness. American aerospace 
firms employ hundreds of 
thousands of people and the 
companies ' exports are the 
maj or po itive factor in our 
trade balance. 
NASA uses it wealth of scien-
tific and engineering 
re ources to advance both 
civil and military aviation. 
Some of its efforts, such as 
research to prepare tech-
nology options for a next-
generation supersonic tran -
port, may take 10 years or 
more to come to fru ition . 
Other NASA work is a imed 
squarely at more immediate 
problems- for instance, the 
aerodynamic performance 
of twin-tailed supersonic 
fighters at high angle -of-
attack. 
Full -size F/A-1 8 
fighter in Ames 
Research Cent er's 
80x120-foot 
tunnel. 
INTRODUCTION 
~ 
E NORMOUS FANS ROAR TO LIFE AND AIR 
RUSHES OVER A FULL-SCALE AIRPLA E 
IN THE CAVERNOUS TEST SECTION OF A 
HUGE WIND TUNNEL ••• 
A SLEEK BLACK SR-71 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
HURTLES OVER THE CALIFORNIA 
DESERT AT MORE THAN THREE TIMES THE 
SPEED OF SOUND TO GATHER INFORMATION 
ON HIGH-MACH FLIGHT 
S WIRLS OF COLOR FILL A COMPUTER 
MONITOR AS A LIGHTNING-FAST 
SUPERCOMPUTER CALCULATES AIRFLOW 
OVER A DESIGN FOR 
THE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE ••• 
NASA researchers are part 
of a coast-to-coast team that 
includes govern ment, indus-
try and academia. NASA and 
the Federal Aviation Admin is-
u-ation (FAA), for exam ple, 
conduct jOint research activi-
ti es in several key safety and 
technology areas. The agency 
and the Department of 
Defense are partners in a 
wide range of coo perative 
programs in eve ry speed 
regime from subsonic to 
hyperson ic. And about half 
the test hours run in some of 
NASA's busiest wind tunnels 
are devo ted to projects of the 
U.S. aero pace industry. 
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In add ition to joint efforts, 
ASA ensures thaL the re ults 
of its research are available to 
the U.S. aerospace communi-
ty through techn ical reports, 
conference and workshops. 
The agency al oha a vigor-
ous et of university programs 
de igned to broaden its base 
of technical experti e and to 
nurtur the education of 
future aeronautical scientists 
and engineers. 
These other government and 
private entities request 
NASA's participation because 
the agency has a unique mix 
of talented people and invalu-
able research faci li ties. The 
agency has four aeronautics-
oriented installations that 
represent an unparalleled 
national asset: Langley 
Re earch Center in Hampton, 
Virginia; Lewis Research Cen-
ter in Cleveland , Ohio; Ame 
Re earch Center in Moffett 
Field, California and its Dry-
den Flight Research Facility 
at Edwards Air Force Base in 
California. 
__ .J 
ABA has structured its aeronautics research 
program into six broad area o r "thrusts." The 
intent is to combine planning activities into an 
integra ted , strategic operating scheme and to 
provide program stabi lity in the face of an unce r-
tain budge tary climate . These thrusts represent 
the direction of ASA aeronautics research now 
and in the future: 
~ SUBSO IC AIRCRAIT-
Developing se lected new 
technologies tha t will 
ensure the competitive ness 
ofU .. subsonic aircraft 
and enhance th e safety and 
productivity of the nation 's 
airspace . 
INTROD UCTION 
~ HIGH-SPEED 
TRANSPORTATION-Resolv-
ing critical environmental 
issues and laying the tech-
no logical foundation for 
an economical next-gener-
atio n supersonic transport. 
Many aviation experts fore-
cast that a fl eet of high-
speed airliners will be fly-
ing the world's U-ansocean-
ic a ir routes early in the 
21st Cen tury. They also 
predict that the American 
aerospace indusu)' wil l 
remain competitive o nly if 
it is a major player in that 
aircraft market. ASA's 
High-Speed Research Pro-
gram is aimed at the envi-
ronmental and technologi-
cal questions that must be 
answered before private 
indusu-y comm its its 
resources to build a super-
son ic transport aircraft. 
~ HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
MILITARY AIRCRAIT-
Providing technology 
op ti ons for revo lutionary 
The techno logy chal-
lenges in th e subson ic 
thrust are varied. Much of 
NASA's research focuses 
on reducing drag and 
improving lift- advances 
that could lead to sign ifi-
cantly better fu el econo my 
in tomorrow' airliners. 
Coupled with tha t wo rk 
are efforts to design qui-
ete l- and more efficient 
engine concepts and to 
reduce aircraft weigh t 
through increased u e of 
composite materials. 
ABA and the FAA are 
also working together to 
enhance safety in the 
nation's airspace by 
improving o nboard cock-
pit techno logy and a il- traf-
fi c control systems. 
Computer-generated 
computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) 
simulation showing 
Mach contours of 
National Aero-Space 
Plane. 
6 
new capabilities in future 
h igh-pel-forma nce fixed-
and rotary-wing aircraft. 
NASA's l-esearch on h igh-
perfo rmance aircraft is 
directed at challenges, 
such as contro ll ed flight at 
high angles-of-attack, that 
will ensure U.S. pi lots con-
tin ue to fl y the best planes 
in the world. It also deve l-
ops technology that helps 
improve the performance 
of the current generation 
of mili tary aircraft. 
~ HYPERSONIC/ TRANs-
ATMOSPHERIC VEHICLES-
Developing criti cal tech-
nologies for the X-30 
National Aero-Space Plane 
and future hype rson ic 
ve hicles. 
The X-30 wi ll be a unique 
fli gh t research vehicle . It 
wil l be able to take off hor-
izontally like an airplane, 
fly in to orbit using air-
breath ing engines for its 
primal)' propulsion , then 
NASA SR-71B 
Mach 3+ research 
aircraft. 
I NT ROD UCT I O 
return through the atmo-
sphere for a runway land-
ing. ASA's activities are 
directed at the form idable 
techno logical hurdles in 
propu lsion, aerodynamics, 
materials and system in te-
gration that are needed 
for this vital national 
endeavor to succeed. 
~ CRITICAL DISCIPLINES-
Pioneering the deve lop-
men t of innovative con-
cepts and providing physi-
cal understand ing and the-
oretical, experimental and 
comp utatio nal tools 
requ ired for efficient 
design and operation of 
advanced aerospace 
veh icles. 
ASA su-ongly supports 
research in technical disci-
plines important to avia-
tion. The emphasis is on 
fundamental knowledge 
of physical phenomena 
cri tical to the performance 
of aerospace systems. 
NASA's efforts also u)' to 
identify and develop new 
ideas that may produce 
revolutionary advance in 
a given discipline. 
7 
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~ NATIONAL FACILITIES-
Enhancing, maintaining 
and operating ASA's vital 
aeronautical research 
facilities. 
The agency operates some 
of the world' premier 
aerospace testing facilities. 
To trengthen the abi li ty 
of these unique national 
assets to meet U.S. aero-
nautical re earch goals, 
NASA is upgrading many 
of its facilities through a 
compl-ehensive revitaliza-
tion effort while continu-
ing to bring new capabili-
ties on-line. 
With these thrusts as the core 
of its aeronautics program, 
NASA will continue to make 
valuable and timely contribu-
tion to advanced aircraft 
designs, improvement of 
air traffic operation and 
safety. ~ 
I 
___ J 



To the casual observer, the 
subsonic aircraft of the early 
21st Century may not look 
significantly different from 
today's generation of airlin-
ers. But recent technological 
developments spurred by 
NASA research are merging 
to create a revolution in 
to morrow's transport aircraft. 
Innovative wings, ultra-effi-
cient propulsion systems and 
composite materials are set-
ting the tage for a new era 
in commercial air trave l. 
NASA is working closely with 
aerospace manufacturer, air-
lines and the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) to 
research and introduce 
advances that will keep the 
Un ited States in its trad itional 
position as leader of the com-
me rcial aviation marketplace. 
WINGS TO COME 
Fligh t is a careful balancing 
act between upward aerody-
namic force- "lift"- generat-
ed by an aircraft's wings and 
air fr iction- "drag"- that 
slows a p lane down. Much of 
NASA's research in the sub-
sonic area is devoted to 
increasing the ratio between 
those two force to make 
tran ports more fuel-efficient 
and safer during takeoff, 
cruise and landing. 
NASA ran a series of wind 
tunnel tests at Langley 
Research Center in 1990 to 
study combinations of flaps 
Tomorrow's passen-
ger aircraft will have 
even better fue l effi -
ciency and more 
advanced systems 
than current state-of-
the-art air li ners like 
the Boeing 747-400. 
SU B S O N I C A I R CR AFT 
~ 
DEVELOPING SELECTED NEW TECHNOLOGIES 
TO ENSURE THE COMPETITIVENESS OF 
U.S. SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT AND 
ENHANCE THE SAFETY AND 
PRODUCTIVITY OF THE NATION'S AIRSPACE. 
and slats that could in crease 
lift on advanced transports. 
Th e age ncy also performed 
high-l ift experi ments u ing 
Langley's Boe ing 737 T rans-
port Syste ms Research Air-
craft. The plane's three-part 
fl aps were deployed at set-
tings of 15,30 and 40 
degrees, wh ile cameras and 
senso rs gathe red data on air-
fl ow, su rface pressures and 
skin fr icti on. The test results 
are be ing used to refin e com-
puter sim ulati ons of the aero-
dynamic effec ts of h igh-lift 
devices and will ultimately 
lead to improved high-lift 
systems. 
Improvi ng high-l ift systems 
on airline rs will reduce take-
off noise "foo tprin ts" because 
p lanes can cl imb o ut more 
qu ickly. The higher li ft-ove r-
d rag ratio will also a llow 
designers to reduce wing 
area and we igh t, with a result-
ing increase in range and 
payload . 
Drag is the o th er nemesis of 
aircraft efficiency, so NASA 
has a continuing program to 
characte rize drag and to 
deve lop ways to combat it. In 
a j o int effo rt amo ng ASA, 
Boeing and the Air Force, a 
Boeing 757 airliner was 
equ ipped with a sucti on sys-
tem on its left wing to siphon 
off tUl-bulen t air rush ing over 
the surface. The resul ting 
lamin ar (smootl1) flow of air 
was fo llowed by a run of lami-
nar fl ow naturally produced 
by the plane 's car efully 
PR£CEOfNG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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shaped wing. This "hybrid " 
technique to reduce drag 
could produce significant fuel 
savings if a full- cale, opera-
tional system were mounted 
on the U.S. transport fleet. 
As the turbofan engines 
mounted on commercial air-
liners become more powerful , 
the size of tlle engine nacelles 
relative to the wing will have 
grown dramatically. ASA per-
formed an experimental pro-
gram at Langley in 1989 to 
determine the aerodynamic 
penalty imposed by large, 
high-bypas -ratio "superfan" 
nacell es on advanced tran -
port-type aircraft. The wind 
tunnel te ts confirmed that 
the larger nacelles produce 
higher drag, but also showed 
that drag i offset by the 
increased fuel efficiency of 
the turbofans tllemselves. 
NEW MATERIALS FOR 
NEW AIRCRAFT 
What if future commercial 
aircraft components weighed 
about half what they do now 
and cost only three-fourths 
as much? 
NASA is conducting an 
aggressive effort to under-
stand and develop new com-
posite materials that have the 
potential for large weight sav-
ings and much better resis-
tance to corrosion. Break-
throughs in these materials 
may permit structures made 
from epoxy-type resins and 
high-strength carbon fiber to 
replace metals in the wings 
and fuselages of next-genera-
tion commercial tran ports. 
In the first phase of the agen-
cy's Advanced Composites 
Technology program, 14 of 
the nation's most respected 
SUBSON I C ORIGINAL PAGt: 
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aerospace firms and un ive rsi-
ties have focused on fund a-
mental composites research 
to come up with innovative, 
cost-effective ideas_ "In-
house" researchers at Lang-
ley and Lewis Research Cen-
ters are also involved . 
Langley, for example, con-
ducted everal tudies in 
1990 on the reaction of com-
po ite structure to wear and 
tear. On e investigation char-
acterized the matrix crack-
ing and de lam ination tha t 
composites experience 
before fai ling comple tely. 
O ther efforts looked at th e 
energy-absorbing capabil itie 
of compo ite tube and 
CENTER/ TRACON AUTOMATION SYSTEM (CTAS) 
Air traffic flow is an organic 
situation that progresses 
almost from takeoff to 
landing . We are concen-
trating on arrivals with 
CT AS because they go to 
the worst bottleneck, the 
runway. 
CT AS has three highly 
integrated components. 
There is fi rst what I think of 
as an "orchestra conduc-
tor ": The Traffic Manage-
ment Advisor. It looks at 
aircraft as they come in 
from all directions, 200 to 
300 miles out, and it starts 
to develop a plan to handle 
that traff ic effectively. 
We then provide aids to 
help controllers implement 
that plan. One such aid, 
Descent Advisor, generates 
graphic representations of 
spatial and time re lation-
ships among aircraft con-
verging on an aerial " gate." 
The Final Approach Spacing 
Tool, or FAST. lets con-
trollers make precise cor-
rections to aircraft positions 
after the planes have flown 
NASA IS WORKING TO HELP AIR CONTROLLERS HANDLE THE 
EVER- INCREASING VOLUME OF TRAFFIC IN THE NATION'S 
AIRSPACE. HEINZ ERZBERGER OF NASA's AMES RESEARCH 
CENTER DISCUSSES THE DEVELOPMENT OF ONE POWERFUL 
NEW COMPUTERIZED TOOL: THE CENTER / T R ACON 
AUTOMATION SYSTEM (CTAS). 
~ 
through the gate . worked traffic with CT AS 
So with CT AS, con- tools on our simulator. They 
trollers always have a plan often te ll us they want to 
and advisors to implement take the system with them 
the plan. It 's a dynamic to use at their fac ilit ies. 
plan, wh ich changes as the We have made tremen-
traffic situation changes, dous strides in expla ining 
and the advisors are there the CTAS concept to the air 
all the way to landing traff ic community, including 
The original research for exemplified by the Macin- the highest levels of FAA 
CT AS goes back to the late tosh, arrived. From that management. Early in 
1970s, when we really technology grew the idea 1991 , for example, we 
began to examine the air that we could make various demonstrated the system 
traffic process. In the early tools available to controllers to then-FAA Administrator 
19805, we started to adapt that would let them bring Admiral Busey in our labo-
trajectory analysis studies up trajectory knowledge to ratories here at Ames. 
done for on-board flight make pred ictions in a con- But NASA and the FAA 
management systems to venient way. don't believe we can 
the ground contro ller's We have also been ach ieve our real objective 
point of view. encouraged by the simply by doing simulations 
Simultaneously, graph- response of vis iting teams in the laboratory. So as a 
ics-oriented computers, as of controllers who have consequence of the meet-
12 
Pratt & Whitney 
advanced ducted 
propeller tested at 
Lewis Research 
Center. Detailed 
laser velocimeter 
data documented 
external flow field 
for reverse and 
forward thrust to 
verify source 
noise reduction 
codes. 
ing with Admira l Busey, 
and numerous other confer-
ences, FAA decided to pur-
sue a test and evaluation 
effort in the field, with 
NASA responsible for major 
elements of the field 
systems. 
FAA selected Denver 
and Da llas/Fort Worth areas 
for CT AS evaluation and 
testing. Both areas have 
"corner post " operations; 
that is, traffic is funneled 
through four gates as it 
enters the termina l area . 
Dallas/Fort Worth is espe-
cia lly complicated because 
of its many satell ite airports 
and its substantial ly higher 
traffic level. I n fact, it' s a 
major challenge to see how 
we can adapt eTAS to that 
situation. 
We are currently testing 
the system without disrupt-
ing the air traff ic contro l 
process through what we 
ca ll "shadow control." We 
drive the CT AS software 
with live radar data and 
notice how the advisories 
beam and attempted to 
find imilarities in the 
response of metal and com-
po ite structures to crash 
loads. With this knowledge, 
engineer wi ll be able to 
design better composite air-
frame structures and predict 
their service life more accu-
rately. 
Lewis Research 
Center sponsored 
studies of high-
efficiency core 
engines. Typical 
in-line configura-
tion shown here 
would have an 
advanced gearbox, 
high-efficiency 
compressor and 
would incorporate 
composite materi-
als in its com-
bustor and 
turbine. 
SUBSON I C 
TOWARD TOMORROW'S 
ENGINES 
As subsonic tu rbin e engin es 
have evolved, engineers have 
put into the ir des igns ever-
highe r bypas ratios to 
increase propulsive effi ciency. 
One wa)' to get even bette r 
perfo rmance may be to 
advance techno logy in engine 
compresso rs, combustors and 
turbin es. 
NASA's Lewis Research Cen-
te r sponsored stud ies by 
engine manufacture rs Pratt & 
The Center/TRACON Automation System will be tested in "shadow mode" at Dallas/Fort Worth Airport. 
Whitney, General Electric and 
Allison on the potential bene-
fi ts of advanced core technol-
ogy. T he stud ies predicted 
that advanced cores could 
red uce fuel consumption 20-
30 percent and might lower 
operating costs by 6-14 per-
cent (as um ing fue l costs of 
$ l.OO/ gallon). The engine 
makers also found that the 
advanced techno logy would 
provide better thermal effi-
ciency accoun ti ng for 60 per-
cent of the expected improve-
ment in performance. 
react to the traffic. In this 
first stage, however, we 
don't actually use the advi-
sories, so our ability to 
evaluate CTAS perfor-
mance is limited. But it has 
helped us to tune up the 
software. 
This is still a research 
and development effort; 
NASA isn't building a pro-
duction system. But the 
CT AS concept could 
migrate into the Advanced 
Automation System, a new 
air traffic control system 
that the FAA is working on 
for the late 19905. Eventu-
ally, controllers may be able 
to handle more traffic with 
the same workload or the 
same level of traffic with 
less workload. In any 
event, the stress of air traf-
fic control would be greatly 
reduced, and fuel con-
sumption and delays would 
be minimized. >-
PA3E 
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One way to control the 
boundary layer and obtain 
laminar flow is shaping the 
wing to obtain a favorable 
pressure distribution that 
maintains the smooth 
airf low. That 's referred to 
as natural laminar flow. The 
problem with naturallami-
nar flow is that it can be 
applied only to small aircraft 
or aircraft that have very lit-
tle wing sweep. Commer-
cia l transports cruising at 
high speed need to have 
swept wings, and that intro-
duces more complexity into 
boundary layer control. 
It's possible to suck 
some of the boundary layer 
airflow through the surface 
of the wing, which removes 
the very unstable air next to 
the wing surface. That 
makes the flow more stable 
and maintains laminar flow 
further downstream, even 
in the presence of wing 
sweep. But until recently, 
the introduction of the suc-
tion surface and ducts into 
the wing structure was 
judged to be hopelessly 
complex. 
A key development has 
been the evolution of a 
practical suction surface. 
An electron beam or laser 
is used to drill a myriad of 
microscopic holes in thin 
titanium sheets. That gives 
us a very practical surface 
that doesn 't requ ire a lot of 
maintenance and is quite 
durable. 
Another key develop-
ment has been the hybrid 
concept we recently (in 
1991) fl ight-tested on a 
_ Boeing 757. This is a mar-
riage of natural and active 
suction techniques for con-
troll ing the boundary layer 
- hence the term "hybrid. " 
It greatly reduces the 
SU B SO N I C 
HYBRID LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL 
EFFORTS TO PRODUCE LAMINAR (SMOOTH) AIRFLOW 
OVER AIRCRAFT WINGS HAVE BEEN AROUND SINCE THE 
1940s. THE REASON IS SIMPLE: SMOOTHER AIRFLOW 
TRANSLATES INTO BETTER AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE AND 
FUEL ECONOMY. BUT THE REAL CHALLENGE HAS BEEN TO 
MAKE LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL METHODS PRACTICAL. 
DAL V. MADDALON AT LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
EXPLAINS NASA's WORK ON ONE VERY PROMISING 
TECHNIQUE-HYBRID LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL. 
extent of the suction area 
and avoids sucking in the 
wing box structures. The 
idea is to use suction on 
the leading edge of the 
wing (just to the front spar 
of the wing box) where 
the sweep effects predom-
inate. Further back on the 
wing the suction is absent, 
and we re ly on the natural 
approach to get an extend-
ed amount of laminar flow. 
We modified the left 
wing of the 757 by remov-
ing the leading edge for a 
span of about 20 feet out-
ward of the left engine 
>-
pylon. Then we installed a 
new section that had all the 
systems required to per-
form air suction. The con-
tour of the leading edge 
was also changed so that 
we modified the pressure 
distribution over the entire 
chord of the wing. 
We also modified the 
new leading edge with a 
Krueger flap, which is a 
high lift device that is differ-
ent from the slats on most 
aircraft. It deploys from the 
lower wing surface and 
increases the camber in the 
chord of the wing's lift ing 
surface on takeoff and land-
ing. In the hybrid concept it 
also protects the leading 
edge of the wing against 
insect impacts that can clog 
the control surface or cre-
ate roughness to trip the 
flow and cause turbulence. 
The fl ight test results 
Langley Research 
Center participated in 
tests during 1990 and 
1991 of a partial-span 
Hybrid Laminar Flow 
Control (HLFC) sys-
tem on a Boeing 757. 
The 22-foot section 
contained laser-
drilled holes and was 
protected by a 
Krueger flap . Wing 
surface instrumenta-
t ion such as pressure 
orifices, pressure 
belts and tempera-
t ure-sensing hot-
films are shown 
covered by protective 
t ape. 
were very encouraging. We 
expected laminar flow pos-
sibly as far downstream as 
40-45 percent chord on the 
wing. We actually got it to 
run all the way back to the 
shock wave, wh ich is at 65 
percent chord. The experi-
ments also demonstrated 
that the suction required 
amounts to only one-third 
of that ind icated by earlier 
design ca lculations. 
The hybrid laminar flow 
control program with NASA, 
Boeing and the Air Force 
was industry's first flight 
research on this concept-
and I think the fl ight experi-
ments rea lly opened their 
eyes. There's now intense 
interest in hybrid laminar 
flow. To get the full benefit 
of the hybrid technology, 
industry wou ld design an 
airplane with a clean sheet 
of paper; the airplane would 
actually be res ized to reflect 
the benefits of the drag 
reduction. They should real-
ize fuel savings in the 
neighborhood of 15-20 
percent on a commercial 
transport. 
The hybrid effort 
involved a lot of organiza-
tions. NASA took the initia-
tive in the 1970s to revisit 
laminar flow. But we 
couldn't have made the 
progress we have without 
industry. Yeti think industry 
wouldn 't have pursued the 
technology development 
without us. The Air Force 
also played a very key ro le 
in their support of the pro-
gram with the 757. 
I think this program is 
an excellent ind ication of 
the accomplishments 
we can have when NASA 
works closely with the 
rest of the aeronautics J 
community. > 
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NACA 0012 airfoil 
with 21-in. chord 
in lewis' Icing 
Research Tunnel for 
low-power deicing 
tests. Six companies 
furnished eight dif-
ferent pneumatic 
and electromechani-
cal systems that 
cracked, debonded 
and expelled ice 
built up in 
IRT runs. 
Lewis al 0 has a continuing 
program that look at the 
flow physics of multi-stage 
compressors for tomorrow's 
subsonic engines. The 
research i aimed at an 
improved understanding of 
the complex mixing phenom-
ena that regulate the com-
pressor' performance. 
Reducingjet engine noise is 
one of the major areas of the 
joint ASA/ FAA research 
agreements signed in 1990. 
The effort focuses on noise 
reduction technology, better 
understanding of noise 
effects and development of 
noise reduction standards for 
new aircraft. 
One promising way to lower 
subsonic engine noise is to 
use ultra-high-bypass engines 
with advanced ducted pro-
pellers. But a ducted pro-
peller pose its own design 
challenges. For instance, nei-
ther the unsteadiness of the 
airflow through the fan 
blades as the angle-of-attack 
changes nor the resulting 
noise had been studied exten-
sively, becau e practical duct-
ed propeller are a relatively 
new concept. 
SUBSONIC 
In 1991 , ASA researche rs 
completed deve lopment of a 
new computer code th at per-
mits preci e three-dimension-
al analysis of un teadyail-flow 
inside and outside duc ted 
propfans. T he code, which is 
an extension of work that the 
agency did on unducted pro-
pelle rs, has demonstrated 
accurate prediction of pres-
sure los es at the fan face at 
angles-of-attack up to 40 
degrees. 
NASA also experimentally 
evaluated a Pratt & Whitney 
engine with a short duct (for 
low drag and weig h t) and 
thrust-reversing capabili ty at 
Lewis Research Ce nter. The 
tests collected acou tic data 
o n the powerplant and 
assessed its aerodynamic 
performance. 
The tunne l runs howed that 
the short inle t wa very effi-
cient and yielded low pro-
pelle r blade stresses at the 
angles-oE-attack typical of 
climbout from an a irport. 
The noi e measurements, 
made directly at th e blade 
face, wi ll help engineers 
under tand the mechan ism 
that gene rate noise in ducted 
systems-knowledge that 
could eventually produce 
even quie te r ul tra-h igh-bypass 
engine configurations. 
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TOWARD SAFER SKIES 
With indu try and other gov-
ernment agencies-especially 
the FAA-NASA play a key 
role in making modern air 
travel afer for million of 
passengers and pilots. The 
agency's research has three 
broad areas: weather phe-
nomena and their effect on 
aircraft, new aeronautics tech-
nology and human factors. 
In 1990, NASA wrapped up a 
program to model the effect 
of heavy rainfall on the lift 
generated by an airplane 's 
wings. At Langley Research 
Cente r, a fu ll-scale airfo il sec-
tion moun ted on a te t car-
riage was sen t hurtling 
through a simulated rain field 
at typical takeoff and landing 
speeds. The studie con-
firmed wind tunnel predic-
tions that heavy l-ain cau es a 
substantial loss of lift, making 
heavy rain an important fac-
tor that pilots and de igners 
should consider in p lanning 
fo r bad weather operations. 
S U B SON I C 
DANGER - WIND SHEAR! 
A close encounter with changes to a very strong simulations and tests and ing up suspended particu-
wind shear-a sudden tailwind, causing airspeed continuously coordinated late matter, but are blocked 
chiJnge in wind speed or to drop. During takeoff and the results w ith industry. by excessive moisture. 
direction-can cause prob- landing, an aircraft is usual- The studies found that Infrared sensors detect the 
lems for even the best-built Iy very close to its mini- with even a slight warning temperature difference 
airplanes and most experi- mum operating speeds, so of wind shear conditions- between the generally cool 
enced pilots. Especially in any further reduction can as little as ten seconds- core of the microburst and 
the fickle weather of spring cause a stall or an unavoid- pilots are much more likely the surrounding air, but can 
or summer, wind shears able loss of altitude. to take appropriate and be fooled by temperature 
occur in capricious storms In 1986, NASA and the timely action . variances that have nothing 
called "microbursts" that Federal Aviation Adminis- The results also showed to do with microbursts. 
hide beneath harmless- tration (FAA) agreed to in- that microwave radar, NASA's Boeing 737 
looking cloud decks or lurk vestigate the threat posed pulsed Doppler laser detec- Transport Systems 
inside gentle shafts of rain . by hazardous wind shear. tion and ranging (lidarl. and Research Vehicle made an 
As an aircraft enters a NASA's role was to devel- passive infrared are all important and dramatic 
microburst, headwinds first op advanced airborne sen- potential candidates as for- series of wind shear-relat-
cause an airspeed increase. sors that can see ahead of ward-looking wind shear ed flights in summer 1991. 
The pilots ' natural reaction, an aircraft and detect a mi- sensors. The plane was dispatched 
without proper tra ining, is croburst before the plane Microwave radar locates to Orlando (Fla.) Interna-
to reduce thrust to com- enters it. a microburst by detecting tional Airport and Stapleton 
pensate. But as the plane From 1987 until recently, the water droplets inside it. International Airport near 
penetrates the micro- researchers conducted an Lidar systems ferret out Denver. Its assignment: 
burst's core, the headwind exhaustive set of analyses, "dry" microbursts by pick- evaluate airborne wind 
Pilot decreases airspeed during 
landing approach 
Headwind increases airspeed, 
decreases groundspeed as plane 
enters microbu ·st 
II 
A.i tSIl 99Cf In microburst core, pilot reacts by 
pulling nose up, throttling back 
);z~~r;:r~"J.t{f~, engines 
.qoW'No 
Zone in which pilot recognizes 
microburst and begins to 
react-O.5 to 7 seconds 
shear sensors and their 
ability to send data to 
ground stations in these 
two areas where 
microbursts are common at 
that time of year. 
The Orlando experi-
ments ran from June 9-21 ; 
the tests in Denver from 
July 7-25. Equipped with 
microwave radar and pas-
sive infrared devices, the 
737 was ready to fly every 
day, and the mission was 
based on the forecast 
weather. 
In clear weather, the 
plane gathered radar " clut-
ter " data on airport ap-
proach paths and surround-
ing areas. When the fore-
cast suggested conditions 
were right for microburst 
Tailwind dramatically lowers a 
speed and plane loses altitude 
pilot can't accelerate fast enOl 
to recover 
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formation, the 737 loitered 
above the ground-based 
Doppler radar station at a 
high, safe altitude. When the 
ground station found a wind 
shear event and safety crite-
ria were met, the plane flew 
toward the storm and pene-
trated it as the sensors gath-
ered data. 
The tests are part of the 
process where each sen-
sor's performance is 
checked against live condi-
tions with all "real-world" 
variables present. NASA's 
research directly supports 
the FAA, industry and the 
airlines in their response to 
the wind shear threat. ~ 
Bulls-eye 
displays used in 
NASA/Honeywell 
GPS auto landing 
tests. Left-hand 
display shows air-
craft's present 
location and alti-
tude. Right-hand 
display is cen-
tered on runway 
approach path 
and gives climb/ 
descent rates. 
SU BSO N I C 
NASA also has a comprehen-
sive research program on the 
occurrence and effects of air-
craft icing, with m any experi-
ments pe rformed in Lewis 
Research Center' Icing 
Resea rch Tunn el (IRT). A 
1990 j o int test progl-am on 
low-power deicing systems 
invo lved investigato rs and 
engineers from NASA, the Air 
Force an d industry. The tests 
measured how effectively the 
devices removed ice, the size 
and mass of the resulting ice 
particl es and deicing power 
requi remen ts. 
REVOLUTION IN 
THE COCKPIT 
During the past decade, 
automation has become an 
important factor in moving an 
awesome amount of air u-affic 
relatively mooth ly through 
American airspace. NASA is 
contributing to increased air 
safety by developing specifi c 
new pilo ting and air u-affic 
control aids and finding out 
how people respond to those 
innovative systems. 
At Langley Research Center, 
pilots evaluated a new infor-
mation concept dubbed E-
MACS (Engine-Monitoring 
And Conu-ol System) . E-MACS 
sums up engine performance 
17 
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in a display that presents data 
as column indicators howing 
variances between real and 
ideal values. The pilots who 
assessed E-MACS preferred its 
format to the round dials and 
gauge found in many aircraft 
cockpits. Even more impor-
tant, the test subjects detected 
every system's fau lt thrown at 
them during the simulation, 
compared to a 56-percent rate 
for more traditional displays. 
Late in 1990, NASA also par-
ticipated in a joint flight 
research project with Honey-
we ll that may upgrade auto-
mated landing capabi lities in 
future aircraft Langley's 
Boeing 737 made 36 automat-
ed landings u ing a Honeywell 
differential navigation system 
linked to the Global Position-
ing System (GPS). GPS is a 
worldwide constellation of 
U.S. satelli tes that provides 
precision navigation infor-
mation . 
In commercial aviation, an 
automated landing system 
based on differential GPS 
inputs offers the potential for 
complete guidance in poor vis-
ibility conditions: precision 
approach from a variety of air 
traffic patterns, landing rollout 
and taxi to the gate. 
In the future, expert sys-
tems-sometimes called "arti-
ficial intelligence"- may be 
used on commercial airliners. 
SA re earcher a t Langley 
hav designed a prototype sys-
tem call ed Faultfinder that 
has proved its abi lity to diag-
nose fail ures in the engine 
and hydraulic subsystem of a 
"generic" aircraft u ing artifi-
cial in telligence technique. 
Faultfinder was evaluated 
using eight ac tual accident 
cases elected from National 
Tran portation Safety Board 
(NT B) reports. The system 
u ed a com puter simulati on 
of each acc ident to produce 
a hypothesis for the probable 
cau e of the fai lure, correctly 
"solving" seven of the eight 
test ca e . 
There have been a few inci-
dents where the hydrau lic 
controls on large aircraft 
failed during flight, leavi ng 
the p ilots with almo t no 
capability to land normally. 
In 1991 , NASA investigator 
at Ames-Dryden Flight 
Research Facility did an engi-
neering tudy that show mul-
ti-engine ai rcraft with specia l-
ly programmed flight contro l 
sy tems can touch down safely 
using just the plane ' engine. 
The work was done on a im-
ula tor that looked at the 
engines-on ly hand ling quali-
tie of a variety of aircraft 
including large tran ports 
and a twin-engine jet fighter. 
ASA pilots al 0 made pre-
liminary flight evaluations in 
Ames-Dryden 's F-1 5 re earch 
ai rcraft and two business- ize 
plane. The fli g ht tests con-
firmed imulator prediction 
that some control is possible 
using ju t the throttles, but 
landing ta ks are extr emely 
difficul t un le s the flight con-
trol system has been tai lored 
for engines-on ly operations. 
Lewis Research 
Center is replacing 
a large centrifugal 
compressor (right) 
with a four-stage 
axial-flow com-
pressor (left) for 
low-speed 
mixing research. 
Researchers will be 
able to change 
blade stagger. 
solidity and 
relative circumfer-
ent ial positioning 
between the 
blade rows on 
the axial-flow 
apparatus. 
SUBSONIC 
THE "HUMAN 
ELEMENT" 
Even with all the ophisticated 
technologie finding their way 
into ai rcraft cockpits, human 
being till make the critical 
flight deci ions. NASA's 
human factors research seeks 
out information about human 
capabilitie and limitatio ns, 
then appl ies those discoverie 
to the design and analy is of 
systems, tools, tasks and proce-
dure . The goal: afe, effective 
and re liable flight. 
A primary purpo e of 1 ASA's 
work i to improve afety by 
supporting th e development 
and integration of advanced 
au tomati on concepts fo r air-
crews and air traffic con-
n-oller . One of the first steps 
was to define howaircre\',s 
in teract with automated cock-
pit ystem under actual flight 
condi tions. 
From 1986 to 1989, NASA 
researchers at Ames Re earch 
Center coordi nated a study of 
automati on's impact o n air-
crews fl yi ng tll e high ly com-
puterized Boeing 757 twinjet. 
They found many pilots were 
concerned about safety 
because of the amoun t of data 
pre ented and the task inhel--
ent in using tate-of-tlle-art 
fli ght management systems. 
Almost half tlle participants 
worried that automation 
would dimin ish their piloting 
18 
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skills, yet nearly all of them 
said they were comfortable fly-
ing with the 757' e lectronic 
fligh t deck. 
NASA is also conducting the 
first major attempt to under-
stand how and why crew per-
formance suffer from fatigue 
and the impact of change in 
the body's internal time clock. 
The e field studie u e cockpit 
obse rvers and physio logical 
monitoring devices to investi-
gate pilot behavior. Vo lunteer 
crew member wear portable 
biomedical recorders that co l-
lect data on body tempera-
ture , heart rate and activity. 
In a cooperative program , 
research o rganizations and 
airline in Germany, the Un it-
ed Kingdom and J apan co l-
lected electroencephalograph 
(EEG) sleep da ta during crew 
layovers on worldwide routes. 
In 1990, the effort expanded 
to include a test of fatigue 
countermea ures during four 
succes ive transpacific f1 igh ts 
by two groups of Boeing 747 
crew. One group took a 40-
_J 
minute nap in their seats on a 
rotating basi; the other oper-
ated under their usual flight 
ru le without leep periods. 
According to EEG data and 
the re ults of portable labora-
tory awarene te ts adminis-
tered at interval throughout 
the flights, the crews that 
took a preplan ned rest were 
ignificantly more alert dur-
ing criti cal flight phases than 
those who did not. 
The re ults of the e tudie 
are haping guidelines for 
flight regulations and aircraft 
certifi cation and are aiding 
human factor re earcher in 
their earch for improved 
coping strategies. 
THE AGING AIRCRAFT 
CHALLENGE 
Economic dictate that air-
lines keep aircraft in ervice 
a long a they are afe to fly. 
Commercial carriers must 
perform frequent, time-con-
uming in pection to identify 
struc tural problem that 
could affect a plane's airwor-
NASA 
researchers are 
studying how 
humans interact 
with highly 
computerized 
cockpits like 
that of the 
Boeing 747-400. 
SUBSO Ie 
thiness-an endeavor that 
costs the ai rlines bo th time 
and money. 
In 1991, ASAandtheFAA 
expanded on their traditional 
cooperative efforts to address 
critical aging aircraft issues. 
In a wide-ranging agreemen t 
that draws on t11e respective 
strengths of each agency, the 
FAA will foc us on fatigue and 
fracture analysis, corrosion, 
flight loads, human factor 
and nonde tructive inspec-
tion . NASA's work wi ll con-
centrate on improving meth-
od of tructural analy is and 
developing new inspection 
and evaluation technique. 
For example, NASA' experi-
ments at Langley Research 
Center have demonstrated 
that thermography (mapping 
of temperature differences) 
can detect disbonding in the 
lap joints of a typical aircraft 
structure. Quartz lamps heat-
ed test pecimens, and an 
infrared camera mea ured 
the resu lting temperature 
profiles. Comparison of the 
profiles before and after heat-
19 
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ing g ives a clear image of any 
di bonding that has occurred. 
An ulu-a onic phased array 
technique developed at Lang-
ley shows promise for in pec-
tions in the fi e ld . Computer-
ized ignal processing pro-
vides high-resolution detec-
tion of potenti a l problems 
and corrects inherent image 
aberration . Ulu-asonic 
devices wou ld be especially 
valuable in airline operations 
because they are able to find 
fatigue cracks and corrosion 
by scan n i ng a la rge fi e ld of 
view during in p ec tions. 
Theindependentbutcoord~ 
nated research program 
under way at NASA and the 
FAA form a technological 
foundation for the continued 
safe operation of the nation's 
commercial air fl eel in a man-
ner that responds to the con-
ce rns and needs of the air 
transport industry. ~ 
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S hortly after the turn of the 
century, a fl eet of American-
made supersonic airliners may 
be carrying thousands of pas-
sengers per year at more than 
twice the speed of sound to 
points around the globe. To 
turn that dream into reality, 
ASA and industry are active-
ly working on the technology 
needed to make possible a 
next-generation high-speed 
civi l transport that will be 
profitable, reliable and envi-
ronmentally compatible. 
The emergence of everal 
Pacific Rim co untries as world 
fin ancial power makes the 
idea of a next-generation 
upersonic transport attrac-
tive . One obvious advantage is 
hee r peed: A trip from Los 
Angeles to Tokyo, for exam-
ple, would take a li ttle more 
tllan 4 hours instead of the 10 
hours required by subsonic 
airliners. 
The high-speed arena repre-
sents a future marketplace in 
which American industry must 
be competitive. U.S. compa-
nies have traditionally domi-
nated world commercial air-
li ne sale, and the nation 's 
aero pace indu try as a whole 
produces an impressively 
favorable trade balance. 
But there are major hurdles 
to overcome before routine 
supersonic travel becomes 
possible. Environmental 
questions about high-speed 
transports have increa ed 
as scien ti ts have learned 
more abo ut Earth's atmo-
sphere. AI 0, the technology 
Predicted pressure 
field around a 
McDonnell Douglas 
representative high-
speed civi l transport 
configurat ion. 
HIGH- S PE E D TR A N S POR T 
~ 
RESOLVING CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
AND LAYING THE TECHNOLOGICAL FOUNDATION 
FOR AN ECONOMICAL NEXT-GENERATION 
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT . 
Navier-Stokes 
computations 
were used to 
compute viscous 
flow over a high-
speed civil trans-
port configuration. 
Overleaf: 
Numerical simula-
tion model of 
high-speed civil 
t ransport. 
to bu ild and operate such air-
craft economica lly and within 
today's stringent airport no ise 
standards doesn't yet exist. 
INITIAL STUDIES 
As a first step, A A commis-
sioned studies by tll e coun-
try's two largest transport air-
craft manufacturers, Boeing 
and McDonne ll Do uglas. 
Their assignment: Defin e the 
potential marke t for a next-
generation superson ic a irline r 
and consideI- the enginee ring 
advances that wou ld make it 
fin ancially successfu l and envi-
ronmentally safe. 
Each company focused on a 
particular class of aircraft: 
McDonne ll Douglas studied a 
Mach 3.2 design that cou ld 
carry approximately 300 pas-
sengers a distance of 7500 
miles . Boeing's Mach 2.4 con-
cept could transport 250 pas-
sengers up to 5800 mi les. 
The firms reported the ir find-
ings in late 1989. Thei r studies 
pred icted that tran pacific air 
travel will in crease fourfo ld by 
the year 2000 and transat-
lantic passenger trips wi ll dou-
ble. Boeing concluded that a 
Mach 2.4 u-ansport would cap-
ture more than 50 percent of 
the long-haul international 
market-as many a 1500 air-
craftl 
But both companies found 
that substantial demand for 
an advanced supersonic trans-
port will occur on ly if the 
plane has no harmful auno-
pheric effects and meets 
allowable airport noise stan-
dard . It also must be econom-
ically competitive with future 
long-haul subsonic airliner. 
The aircraft's financial out-
look would be enhanced by 
acceptable overland super-
son ic fli gh t. 
HIGH-SPEED 
RESEARCH PROGRAM 
In 1990, NASA began an 
ambitious effort called the 
High-Speed Research Pro-
gram as a logical follow-on to 
Boeing and McDonnell Dou-
glas tudies. It addresses the 
environmental concerns mat 
could preclude full-scale 
industry development of a 
supersonic transport: emis-
sions effects on the auno-
sphere, airport no ise and 
sonic boom. 
Jet aircraft exhaust expels 
oxide ofnitrogen( Ox) into 
the aunosphere, where they 
chem ically react with and 
remove ozone. Advanced 
engines that will reduce Ox 
emissio ns are the best olu-
ti on , but re earchers must also 
be sure they fu lly under tand 
ozone depletion mechanism . 
In 1988, NASA created an 
advisory panel of in ternation-
al atmospheric science experts 
to gu ide the review and te t-
ing of current aunospheric 
models. One early fin ding was 
tlnt CUITen t computer models 
(comilluccI 0 11 page 26) 
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Anyone who has watched 
the Concorde lift majesti-
cally from an airport run-
way has experienced first-
hand the downside to the 
visual thrill: jet noise-
often more than 120 
decibels. 
The reason the Con-
corde can be so loud is that 
existing community noise 
standards apply only to 
subsonic aircraft. But a 
next-generation high-speed 
civil transport (HSCT) will 
have to meet noise regula-
tions for new subsonic 
transports on takeoff, 
approach and landing. 
Boeing HSCT concept 
has long nacelles 
needed to incorporate 
advanced noise reduc-
t ion technology. 
H I GH -S PEED T R A NS POR T 
HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTS: NO NOISY NEIGHBORS 
There are two ways to Whitney and Genera l Elec- exhaust nozzle technology 
lower HSCT noise levels. tric, are evaluating technol- that will reduce sound lev-
The first is an engine con- ogy choices for an engine els while maintaining aero-
figuration that has lower jet cycle that will satisfy noise, dynamic performance. 
velocity at takeoff, much performance and economic "Mixer-ejector" con-
like today's high-bypass demands. Factors such as cepts-nozzles that rapidly 
turbofans. But whatever aircraft gross takeoff mix low-energy air from 
engine ultimately powers weight, emissions and outside with the high-ener-
an American supersonic air- noise levels are being used gy engine exhaust-appear 
liner also must have good to compare and evaluate to be the most promising 
supersonic cruise perfor- candidates. NASA and design. 
mance. That mandates a industry plan to have Current research centers 
high-velocity, turbojet-like enough data by the end of on testing sub scale nozzle 
cycle ... exactly the oppo- 1992 to choose a concept concepts in NASA and 
site of characteristics that on which the remainder of industry facilities. NASA's 
reduce noise. high-speed propulsion tech- Lewis Research Center 
NASA and two of the nology research will focus. evaluated a two-dimension-
nation's leading powerplant The second approach to al model of a Pratt & Whit-
manufacturers, Pratt & the noise challenge is ney mixed-ejector design 
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from June to September 
1989. Researchers used 
the tunnel results to build a 
data base matching acous-
tic signatures to variations 
in model geometry. They 
also took pressure and 
temperature measure-
ments at the nozzle's exit 
plane. 
The success of the tests 
gave Pratt & Whitney 
enough data to design a 
full axisymmetric (symmet-
rical around an axis) nozzle 
concept that was evaluated 
during 1990. Engineers are 
using the information to 
make changes in the noz-
1-- ---
HIGH - S P EED TRANSPORT 
-------------------------------------
zle shape that will improve in the f low field of the Mach 3.2 
aeroacoustic performance. Pratt & Whitney axisym- McDonnell 
Langley Research Cen- metric nozzle design. Douglas super-
ter also is playing a major Infrared camera images sonic airliner 
role in High-Speed shot during the runs in the concept. 
Research Program noise Boeing facility correlated 
studies. Engineers are their existence. Langley 
testing a series of model Research Center and 
generic nozzle configura- industry are also doing 
tions in the Jet Noise Lab- comparable assessments 
oratory. The results will of other codes. 
yield a better understand- Experimental data and 
ing of each configuration's computer simulations on 
physical properties- the subscale and generic 
knowledge that will help nozzle concepts will help 
the nozzle studies at Lewis engineers select the most 
and those in industry. promising designs for tests 
The subscale investiga- in the huge 40x80-foot 
tions are also leading to wind tunnel at NASA's 
refined computer codes Ames Research Center 
that will be crucial for mod- and in a jet exit rig at 
eling low-noise nozzle per- Lewis. The ultimate result: 
formance later in the pro- technology that industry 
gram. For example, the can use to build the quieter 
PARC Reynolds averaged supersonic transports of 
Navier-Stokes code pre- tomorrow. >-
dieted localized hot streaks 
'rr 
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don ' t adequately simulate the 
chem ica l reaction of NO x 
with atmospheric particle 
such as the Earth ' natural su l-
fate layer and polar strato-
sph ric cloud. Scienti ts 
believe such particles con-
tribute to ozone dep letion at 
the poles during winter. 
From 19 9 to 1991, 
researchers tested the most 
reliable atmospheric com put-
er models against existing 
atmosph eric data to calcul ate 
the effects of emi ions by a 
high-speed transport fl eet. 
Although the results varied, 
th calculations showed that 
the re were potential o perat-
ing area in the lower trato-
sphere where reduced 
engine em issions would 
dep lete ozone by les than 
one percent. 
ASA has several ER-2 aircraft 
(a civilian version of th e 
ramou U-2 recon na issance 
plane) and a modifi ed DC-8 
je tliner that e rve as the pri-
mary means to ga tll e r 
improved stratospheric mea-
su rements. In late 1991, an 
ER-2 and tlle DC-8 acquired 
the first ozone data geared 
pecifically to the High-Speed 
Research Program as an 
adjunct to the Airborne Arctic 
Stratospheric Expedition II, a 
polar ozone mapping proj ect. 
HIGH - SPEED TRANSPORT 
Two-dimensional 
Pratt & Whitney 
mixer-ejector 
nozzle in Lewis' 
9x15 Low-Speed 
Anechoic Wind Tun-
nel. The tests sur-
veyed the aerody-
namic flow field and 
gathered near-field 
acoustic 
signatures for 
several different 
configurations. 
Axisymmetric 
mixer-ejector noz-
zle in Boeing's 
Low-Speed 
Acoustic Facility. 
Tests are aimed at 
ultimately reduc-
ing jet noise by as 
much as 20 dB. 
The ER-2s and DC-8 have limi-
tation , however. The DC-8's 
altitude ceiling i lower than 
the he ight at which futu re 
high-speed u-a n ports wo uld 
like ly fly. For afety reasons, 
the ER-2 doe not fl y into the 
polar night that prevails in 
winter to take ozone measure-
ments, nor does it travel more 
than about 200 mile from a 
coa tline. 
One cand idate to increase 
h igh-al ti tude atmosp heric 
sampling capabilities is a pilot-
Ie science re earch aircraft 
called Pe rseu , which could 
canl' a 110-pound payload of 
in U-uments higher than 
82,000 feet be<Tinning in 1994. 
The prototype, built by Aurora 
Flight Sciences Corpora ti on, 
has been successfully flight-
tested. 
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Sate llites also play an impor-
tant ro le in gathe ring infor-
mation on ozone depletion. 
NASA is getting high-quality 
measurement from space-
craft, such as tlle Upper Auno-
phere Research Sate ll ite 
(UARS) and Nimbus 7, and 
from a .S. Total Ozone Map-
ping Specu-ometer aboard a 
Soviet Meteor-3 ate llite . 
As data on auno pheric ozone 
come in , re earchers continue 
to evolve and test models of 
high-speed transport emi -
sions effects. T he models will 
soon incorporate "heteroge-
neou "chem ical effects, i. e., 
the interaction of exhaust 
prod ucts with atmospheri c 
ae roso ls or particu lates. 
Three-dimensional model 
currently being deve loped will 
let researchers in clude longi-
tude in their imulations, 
which in tum shou ld give a 
more realistic picture of the 
impact a high- peed tran port 
fl eet will have on the Earth 's 
ozone layer. 
SignifIcant challenges in data 
gatllering and computer mod-
e ling of aU1lospheric proce es 
lie ahead. But I ASA believe 
the atmospheric studies part 
of the High-Speed Research 
Program is socially re pon ible 
work tllat is essen tia l to 
American industry's decision 
on pursuing a supe rsonic 
transport. 
The focus of our research 
over the last two years has 
been to evolve the tech-
nology required to greatly 
reduce oxides of nitrogen 
(NOxl levels emitted from 
aircraft engines. This 
research includes conduct-
ing laboratory experiments, 
with simplified hardware, at 
I 
conditions high-speed air-
craft would encounter in 
the stratosphere. Our pro-
gram goal is to reduce NOx 
by approximately 90 per-
cent. That transfers into an 
emissions index of from 
about 3 to 8. The emissions 
index is grams of NOx 
divided by one thousand 
grams of fuel consumed. 
We've run tests with 
two concepts of ultra-Iow-
NOx combustors: Lean-Pre-
mixed-Prevaporized-LPP 
for short-and Rich-Burn, 
Ouick-Ouench, Lean-Burn, 
or ROL. 
The LPP combustor mix-
es fuel and air upstream of 
the burning zone and 
allows sufficient time for 
the liquid fuel to vaporize 
completely prior to entering 
the combustion system. 
This mixture-ideally, 
vaporized fuel and air per-
fectly blended-then 
enters the combustion sys-
tem and burning takes 
place downstream of a 
flame stabilizer where the 
velocities are somewhat 
lower. 
That in itself is a very 
simple process, but it is 
fraught with several poten-
tial problems. Since there 
is a combustible mixture 
upstream of the combus-
tion zone, there is always 
l the possibility that flame could flash back and dam-age the engine. That's a difficulty our research is 
HIGH - SPEED TRANSPOR T 
ULTRA- LOW NOx EMISSIONS 
AT 50,000-70,000 FEET-THE TYPICAL OPERATING 
ALTITUDES OF FUTURE SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS-
ONE MOLECULE OF OXIDES OF NITROGEN (NO x ) IN THE 
AIRCRAFT EXHAUST COULD DESTROY MANY MOLECULES 
OF OZONE. LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER'S RICHARD 
NIEDZWIECKI DISCUSSES NASA's EFFORTS TO 
STUDY TECHNOLOGY FOR JET ENGI ES THAT WOULD 
EMIT VERY LOW LEVELS OF NO x WHILE OPERATING AT 
HIGHLY EFFICIENT ENGINE CYCLES. 
attempting to eliminate. 
Another challenge is that 
combustors are required to 
operate in a very wide 
range of conditions: 
When the fuel and air com-
bine to produce a perfect 
homogeneous mixture, 
Taxi/idle and altitude relight 
requ ire operation at very 
low temperatures and 
pressures; takeoff and 
cruise require operation at 
very high pressures and 
temperatures. A positive 
feature of the LPP concept 
is that little if any soot will 
the ability to operate over 
wide ranges is very much 
reduced. An LPP system 
most likely has to be part 
of a system that incorpo-
rates another burner, prob-
ably in a parallel staged 
configuration. be produced. Soot may 
also present environmental 
problems in the stratosphere. 
An ROL system is more 
difficult to optimize in ini-
tial, fundamental 
experiments. It has 
two burning zones. 
In the first, excess 
fuel is put into a 
relatively small 
amount of air. 
Reactions occur in 
this very rich envi-
ronment. That 
causes the chem-
LPP Combustors 
Variable geometry 
airflow control .., 
I 
Predictable I 
airflow : 
distribution ..., I 
\ I 
I'"' 
High-temperature 
"uncooled" liners , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Avoidance of / / 
autolgnitlon/flashback J / 
Uniform premixing : 
& vaporization of fuel ...J 
RQL Combustors 
QulCk-quench mixer "\ 
High-temperature \ 
uncooled liners .. \ 
\ \ 
\ 
\ 
Air ~r' \ 
Variable ~:{ 
geometry I 
alrflow ,/ r;::::::::::= 
control - ' ':======== 
\ 
Rapid, uniform fuel \ 
In/ectlOn and mixing -' 
I 
I 
, 
r CombUSllon 
" stability 
lover reqUIred 
I operating range 
- Complete CO 
burnout Without 
excessive NOx 
formation 
o 
o 
\ 
\ 
\.. Complete CO burnout 
Without excessive 
NOx formation 
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istry to take certain 
paths which do not 
produce NOx' 
Downstream, air 
has to be added to 
complete the reac-
tions. This has to 
be done quickly and 
uniformly to mini-
mize any additional 
NOx formation . 
And that is what's 
difficult to do. 
There is also a final 
burnout stage, 
so the system is 
complex. 
Another problem 
exists in the rich-
burn section: You cannot 
add additional air to cool 
the walls of the combus-
tion system internally. So 
advanced high-temperature 
materials are a cri tica l need 
for the area. 
Our LPP experiments 
here at Lewis have pro-
duced tremendously 
encouraging results. We've 
indicated we can get down 
to NOx levels within our 
objectives. ROL combus-
tor experiments are not as 
far along . It has taken a lit-
tle longer to set up for 
those, and the NOx results, 
while not quite as low as 
the LPP, are well within our 
program goals. 
In terms of soot forma-
tion, we anticipate that 
ROL combustors probably 
will produce levels compa-
rable to current engines: 
below the visible threshold, 
but by no means the very 
small concentrations an 
LPP would produce. On 
the other hand, from an 
operationa l safety stand-
point. you wouldn't have a 
combustible mixture 
upstream of the burning 
zones. 
So each concept has 
pluses and minuses. These 
tests, along with analytica l 
studies we're doing now, 
will give us sufficient infor-
mation to choose wh ich of 
these combustion systems 
is going to be the prime 
concept by the end of 
FY 1992. ~ 
HI G H - S P EE D T R ANS POR T 
TOMORROW'S ENGINES-A MATERIAL ISSUE 
T he sleek shape and jum- have noise-suppressing program is a major new FY 
bo-jet size of next-genera- exhaust nozzles that will 1992 initiative involving 
tion supersonic transports be long and mechanically General Electric Aircraft 
probably will make them complex to reach the Engines, Pratt & Whitney 
the most visually impres- desired sound levels. and NASA's Lewis 
sive aircraft in the skies. They will require much Research Center. It is 
One thing that observers lighter-weight, higher-tem- aimed squarely at the 
won't see, however, is the perature materials than unprecedented technical 
new class of materials that those now available if the challenges posed by super-
wi ll make the planes' engines are to be economi- sonic transport engine 
engines fuel-efficient and cally practical. requirements. The timing 
compatible with the envi- Advanced engine mate- is right for the effort; the 
ronment. rials must meet a third cri- development and introduc-
The powerplants will be terion: durability. The use- tion of new materials nor-
some of the most complex fullife of commercial air- mally take from 12 to 15 
structures ever used on craft engines is typically years. 
commercial aircraft. They measured in tens of thou- Part of the EPM pro-
will place severe demands sands of flight hours. Stud- gram focuses on ceramic 
on the performance of their ies have estimated that matrix composites (CMCs) 
structural materials. future supersonic transport that could operate 
For example, both low- powerplants must have an uncooled in the very high 
emissions combustor con- 18,000-hour service life to temperatures of low-em is-
cepts that NASA is study- be economically feasible. sion jet engine combustors. 
ing in the High-Speed and they would run 90 per- Early work will focus on 
Research Program preclude cent of that time near maxi- developing strong, small-
the internal cooling found in mum operating tempera- diameter fibers that have 
the combustors of today's tu res l thermal stability and creep 
aircraft. Similarly, a high- NASA's Enabling resistance from 2375' to 
speed civi l transport will Propulsion Materials (EPM) 3000' F. The program will 
Ceramic matrix _~~::f;;In~-. ... 
composite liner 
Fuel rich zone 3500°F 
reducing environment 
Fuel lean zone 3100°F 
oxidizing environment 
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eventually fabricate CMC weight reduction: For 
components for proof everyone-pound decrease 
testing. in engine weight, the gross 
EPM also will research weight of a next-generation 
intermetallic matrix com- supersonic airliner would 
posites (IMCs) for use in drop by nearly 16 pounds. ~ 
advanced noise-reducing 
nozzles . IMes have a lower 
density than current super-
alloys and promise good 
resistance to oxidation at 
anticipated high-speed 
transport engine operating 
temperatures. But the 
thermal expansion differ-
ence between the matrix 
and fibers often limits their 
usefulness. This thermal 
mismatch will be a key re- The "Rich-Burn, 
search area in the Enabling Quick-Quench, 
Propulsion Materials pro- Lean-Burn" com-
gram. bustor concept 
Composites offer poten- would require 
tial strength-to-weight ceramic matrix 
improvements of 30-40 materials able 
percent compared with to operate for 
today's superalloys. They 18,000 hours at 
also promise significant temperatures up 
benefits in structural to 3000' F. 
Target 18,000 hours life 
NOx emission index <5 
5' g' 
TECHNOLOGY 
ADVANCESTO 
PROTECT THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
The most critical technology 
area in NASA's High-Speed 
Research Program focuses on 
advanced combustion con-
cepts to reduce Ox emis-
sions from aircraft engines. 
This effort involves laboratory 
experiments using soph isticat-
ed instruments to study and 
develop burning processes 
that wi ll control combustion 
byproducts. The goal: Cut 
NOx emissions by 90 
percent. 
The key is to burn the fue l in 
a way that avoids excessive 
flame temperatures, which 
produce NOx at a h igh rate. 
NASA is performing laborato-
ry tests on two especially 
promising low-emissions con-
cepts. The Lean-Premixed-
Prevaporized (LPP) combus-
tor (combustion chamber) 
mixes fue l and air up tream 
of the burn ing zone and 
allow sufficient time for the 
liquid fuel to vaporize com-
pletely. The mix of fuel and 
air then enters the combus-
tion system and ignites down-
stream of a flame stabilizer 
where the flow veloci ty is 
somewhat slower. 
The Rich-Burn, Quick-
Quench, Lean-Burn (RQL) 
concept has two combustion 
stages. In the first, excess fuel 
is put into a small amount of 
air; th is "rich burn" environ-
men t generates chem ical 
reactions that min imize NOx 
formation . Downstream, air is 
added quickly and uniformly 
and combustion is completed 
in a final fuel-lean stage. 
The goal of noise reduction 
efforts in the High-Speed 
Research Program is to 
achieve noise impacts compa-
rable to the FAA FAR 36-
Stage 3 regulation-the cur-
Flame tube rig at 
Lewis Research 
Center has tested 
the Lean-Pre-
mixed-Prevapor-
ized (LPPI engine 
concept. The goal 
is to decrease 
NOx emissions to 
less than 8 grams 
per kilogram of 
fuel burned. 
H IG H -SP EED TRA N SP O R T 
ren t rul e fo r new subsonic air-
craft. In pre liminary test at 
Lewis and a t a Boeing 
research fac ili ty, aco u tic eval-
uations of small mixe r-ej ector 
nozzle models have red uced 
j et no ise by 12-18 dB. 
Engin ee rs at ASA's Langley 
Research Cen ter have also 
evalua ted a e ries of gene ric 
subscale nozzle configura-
tions that have many features 
tested at Lewis and in indus-
try. Researchers made di ag-
nostic measure men ts to 
understand bette r the physics 
of each configura ti on . 
THE SONIC BOOM 
CHALLENGE 
It 's a fac t: supersonic trans-
port create a so ni c boom. 
Ove r wa ter on transoceanic 
air rou tes, shock waves gener-
a ted dur ing supe rsonic flight 
pose li ttle proble m. But the 
plane's economic viabili ty 
wo uld be enhan ced if sonic 
boom leve ls could be reduced 
to a leve l that makes ove rland 
fli ght possible. 
O ne part of NASA's research 
in thi s area deal with the 
boo m noise that would be 
acceptable to people living 
beneath th e flight pa th . Sin ce 
1989, Langley has used a son-
ic boom simulator to test 
human response to the 
booms' acoustic energy under 
con tro lled cond i ti o ns. 
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Volunteer test subjects sit in 
an enelo ure lined with 
sound-absorbing foam while 
large loudspeakers mounted 
in the door emit low-frequen-
cy noise. The Langley tests 
simulate a wide range of 
potential boom signatures 
that have been shaped by the 
careful design of upersonic 
tran port concept to mini-
mize ground noise levels. The 
results so far show that "boom 
shaping" is a promising 
approach that may make 
overland supersonic flight 
possible. 
The shaping of the wing and 
fuselage of a supersonic trans-
port to reduce boom levels is 
a complex aerodynamic task. 
In 1990, NASA began a series 
of wind tunnel tests at Lang-
ley and Ames Research Cen-
ters to evaluate low-boom 
configurations. Two 1:300 
scale models are being stud-
ied; u nlike earlier HSCT 
models, they have realistic air-
plane features such as flow-
thro ugh engine nacelles. 
The m iniature aircraft are 
nearly three times larger than 
any previous boom models, so 
researchers expect the mod-
e ls to yield greater accuracy 
than those studied in prior 
tunnel evaluations. 
SUPERSONIC LAMINAR 
FLOW CONTROL 
A supersonic transport zoom-
ing though the atmosphere at 
twice the speed of sound is 
extremely sensitive to aerody-
namic drag generated by air 
fr iction on the airplane's skin. 
One way to reduce drag-and 
increase an aircraft's fuel effi-
ciency-is to siphon off the 
turbulent airflow over the 
wings to produce smooth or 
"laminar" flow. 
AS is testing the fir t 
expe rime ntal wing sUI-face 
designed to improve laminar 
fl ow at u per o nic speeds on 
two F-1 6XL reseal-ch aircraft 
a t Am es-Dryden Fl igh t 
Research Facili ty. The "XL" is 
a delta-winged d erivative of 
the Gene ral Dynamics F-1 6 
fi gh ter in e rvice around the 
world . 
T he single-seat F-16XL # 1 ha 
a test SUI-face, o r "glove," fi t-
ted to its left win g. A suction 
system draws tu rbulent sur-
face a ir through millions of 
tiny laser-cut ho les in the te t 
section . T he o utco me: 
im proved lamin ar ai rflow 
over that part of the wing. 
Re earcher expect the fli ght 
expe ri men t to validate com-
pu ter codes tha t will aid the 
design of future super on ic 
airline rs. The econd F-16XL, 
a two-seat versio n , is now 
being modified with a lightly 
differe nt type of laminar flow 
test section that more close ly 
repre en ts the apparatus that 
could be mo unted on a high-
speed civil transport. 
THE OUTLOOK 
FOR HIGH-SPEED 
TRANSPORTATION 
Developi ng a high-speed civil 
transport will be an expensive 
propo ition fo r the Ame ri can 
aerospace industry. There 
may, in fac t, be some interna-
tional coope ration to improve 
the chances of commercia l 
succe s. 
But th is wo n ' t diminish the 
battle for leade rship in such a 
venture con ide ring the 
poten ti al multibillion do llar 
marke t at ta ke. The age ncy is 
com mi tted to h elping its 
ind u u)' parUl ers pro tec t sen-
itive in formatio n that could 
affect .. 5. compe titiven ess in 
the hi h-speed marke tplace 
of the future. 
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The High- peed Re earch 
Program i th e co rn erstone of 
NASA's aero na uti cs program 
for the 1990 . The envi ro n-
mental and technology issues 
are extremely cha ll enging, 
bUL the agency ha committed 
o rn e of its most advanced tes t 
faciliti es- and some of its best 
people-to th e task. 
As llllling th e program con-
tinues to progress and no 
insurmoun table enviro nmen-
ta l barriers to a upe rsonic 
u-an port fl eet ari se , the next 
tep wo uld be a ASA/ indu-
try technology development 
effo rt focused more on po i-
ble ve hicles. It would provide 
a technica l foundati on tha t 
the na ti on 's ae rospace com-
pani es can us to make sound 
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bu in ess decisio ns about air-
frame and engine progl-ams. 
With that tec hnology in hand 
by the end of this decade , the 
first America n-made super-
sonic airliner could ro ll out of 
tll e hangar by the year 2005-
and a new chapter in the hi -
to ry of air u-an porta ti on will 
have begun . ~ 
I 
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H I G H -SPEED T R ANS PORT 
NASA selected 
the F-1 6XL for 
supersonic lami-
nar flow control 
(LFC) studies 
because its wing 
shape approxi-
mates that pro-
posed for a next-
generation super-
sonic transport. 
The two-seat air-
craft shown here 
will be fitted wit h 
an LFC glove for 
future tests. 
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1:300-scale model 
in Langley's 
Unitary Plan Wind 
Tunnel has long 
fuselage and slen-
der forebody typ i-
cal of low-boom 
high-speed civil 
transport configu-
rations. 



HIGH-PE R F OR MAN C E MI L I TARY AIRCRAFT 
Build ing on its ACA her-
itage, NASA aeronautics 
research on high-perfor-
mance aircraft has always 
been closely linked with simi-
lar effor ts in industry and the 
Department of Defense. 
Often the agency' programs 
address problems in per-
formance or capabilitie that 
face existing mi li tary aircraft. 
Just as frequently, that respon-
sibili ty is mixed with the excit-
ing challenge of researching 
and developing new techno lo-
gy to ensure American pilots 
fly the best aircraft in the 
world . 
Of course, technological 
advan ces in high-performance 
ai rcraft don't hap pen in a vac-
uum . Th e results of ASA's 
re earch in this vital natio nal 
area frequently can be 
appli ed to other classes of 
aerospace vehicles, both mili-
tary and civilian. 
NASA's recent research in the 
high-performance arena has 
had outstanding success in 
several important areas: 
~ High-a lpha flight 
~ Tech nology to enhance 
the maneuverabili ty of 
high-performance aircraft 
~ Technology to increase 
mili tary aircraft survival 
and performance 
~ Supersonic STOVL (Short 
Take Off and Vertical 
Landing) aircraft 
~ Advanced rotorcraft 
technology 
X-29 forward-swept-
w ing research aircraft 
in high angle-of-attack 
fl ight. 
>-
PREPARING TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS FOR 
FUTURE HIGH-PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AND 
ROTORCRAFT 
HIGH-ALPHA RESEARCH 
PROGRAM 
Angle-of-attack is tll e ti l t of a 
plane's body and wings re la-
tive to its direction of flight. A 
pi lot'S abili ty to contro l an air-
craft at high angles-of-attack 
(also call ed "high alpha" by 
engineers) may be an advan-
tage in air-to-air combat. But 
the high-alpha regime poses 
unique and diffi cult chal-
lenges to ae rodynamicists' 
understand ing of what hap-
pens to a plane at such angles-
of-a ttack. 
Since 1987, ASA has been 
conducting an aggressive 
high-alpha research program. 
The effort invo lves supercom-
pute rs that perform computa-
tional flu id dynamics (CFD) 
simulations, wind tunnel tests, 
runs in fl ight simulators and 
research ai rcraft tests. 
In the last two years, NASA's 
research has fo cused on gath-
ering da ta in fli ghts by a spe-
ciaJJ y modifi ed F I A-I8 H igh-
Alpha Research Vehicle 
(HARV) based at NASA's 
Ames-Dryden Flight Research 
Facili ty. In turn , that informa-
ti on refi nes CFD codes and 
validates continuing wind 
tunn el tests. 
For example, in mid-1991 
NASA began testing an actual 
F/ A-I 8 in thegiant80x120-
foot secti on of Ame Re earch 
Center's Nationa l Full-Scale 
Aerodynam ics Facili ty. The 
wind tu nnel studies are de-
sign ed to correla te da ta from 
small-scale tunn e l tests and 
tll e F / A-I S HARV missions. 
The Ames investigations also 
wi ll develop a data base on 
forebody flow contro l, that is, 
using devices to modify the 
airflow around a plane's nose; 
researchers beli eve fore body 
fl ow cono-o l techn iques can 
increase an aircraft's control-
labili ty in h igh-alpha flight. A 
third purpose of the tunnel 
tests is to study the aerody-
namic tai l buffeting experi-
enced by twin-tailed fighters 
such as the F/ A-l S. 
X-29 
Tests wi th the second of two 
X-29 research aircraft also 
looked at the high-alpha 
regime, but for different rea-
sons. The X-29 investigated 
th e high angle-of-attack char-
acteristics and military util ity 
of its unique forward-swept-
wingl canard shape. 
There were attempts to come 
up with practical forward-
swept-wing military ai rcraft as 
long ago as Wo rld War II. But 
not until the arrival of com-
posite materials in the 1970s 
could engin eers design a wing 
that had su fficien t aeroelastic-
ity to withstand the stresses 
imposed by forward sweep. 
Grumman Aircraft Corpora-
tion built two X-29s under a 
con tract with the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA) . The firs t 
aircraft flew in December 
1984, the econd in May 1989. 
The #1 X-29 validated predic-
tions about the performance 
of the forward-swept-wing con-
cept in 242 flight through 
December 1988- a record for 
any X-series plane at Ames-
Dryden. 
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W ind tunnel tests and 
computer simulations give 
us a good approximation of 
a plane's high-alpha charac-
teristics. But it's very hard 
to duplicate the atmo-
spheric conditions and the 
aircraft's dynamic response 
in that regime on the 
ground. There are also dif-
ferences of scale in the air-
flows . So we still need to 
fly the F/A-18 High-Alpha 
Research Vehicle to verify 
our previous calculations 
and gather data that help 
us refine those computa-
tional models. 
In the first phase of 
flights, from April 1987 to 
September 1990, we got 
a tremendous amount of 
information about the 
basic aerodynamics of the 
F/A-18 aircraft at angles-of-
attack up to 55 degrees. 
The airplane was highly 
instrumented with pres-
sure orifices on its surface. 
We also visualized the air-
flows with dyes and smoke 
emissions. Up to 55 
degrees, we now know 
the airplane very well; it's 
HIGH - PERFORMA N CE 
HIGH-ALPHA FLIGHT RESEARCH 
SINCE 1987, NASA HAS USED A SPECIALLY MODIFIED 
F / A-18 HORNET TO EXPLORE THE IN-FLIGHT PERFOR-
MANCE OF A MODERN AIRCRAFT DESIGN AT HIGH 
ANGLES-OF-ATTACK. JENNIFER BAER-RIEDHART AT AMES-
DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, THE AIRCRAFT'S 
HOME BASE, EXPLAINS WHY THE CONTINUING PROGRAM 
OF FLIGHT TESTS IS SO IMPORTANT. 
fairly maneuverable and 
easy to operate. 
When we started the 
program, the computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) work 
for high-alpha conditions 
was pretty much nonexis-
tent. One significant 
result of the flight tests is 
that we've now developed 
a good CFD code for the 
aircraft itself, so that we 
can model its response at 
even higher angles-of-
attack. 
In the second phase of 
flight tests, which started 
in 1991, we mounted 
thrust vectoring vanes 
around the exhaust nozzles 
of the F/A-18's engines. 
The advantage of thrust 
vectoring is that it gives us 
control we don't have with 
the aerodynamic surfaces 
alone at high angles-of-
attack. It also gives us addi-
tional control of the aircraft 
itself even at lower angles-
of-attack. 
In 1991 and 1992, we 
are expanding the flight 
envelope beyond 55 
degrees alpha and the cur-
rent 25 degrees per second 
yaw rate using the thrust 
vectoring vanes . We hope 
to get actual research data 
on the aircraft. The ultimate 
goal is to get up to 70 
degrees alpha in stabilized 
flight and see what hap-
pens to the flow at that 
very high angle-of-attack. 
After the thrust vector-
ing flights, the next step 
will be to look at fore body 
controls : using tangential 
blowing and mechanical 
devices to modify the air-
flow around the nose of 
the F/A-18. These are 
much lighter installations 
than the thrust vectoring 
system and they're what 
we call" nonintrusive." 
There's no hardware on 
the back of the airplane 
to intrude on the exhaust 
and cause a loss of power 
when the thrust is vec-
tored. 
Also, the center of gravi-
ty in newer aircraft is such 
that the fore body moment 
arm is much longer com-
pared to older types. We 
don't need much of a push 
up front to get a lot of con-
trollability out of it. 
From NASA's stand-
point, we 're trying to pro-
vide a data base, the codes 
and tools that industry can 
use. Eventually, we hope 
that eng ineers will be able 
to go into the CFD codes 
that have been established 
to look at the high-alpha 
characteristics of advanced 
aircraft designs. They may 
be able to build a single 
wind tunnel model rather 
than putting a lot of money 
and effort into extensive 
tunnel and flight test work. 
Designers shou ld also be 
able to do tradeoff studies 
and analysis work before 
they cut metal. ~ 
F/A-18 High-
Alpha Research 
Vehicle with 
thrust-vectoring 
system. 
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Early-morning 
"hot tests" on 
the F/A-18 HARV 
show exhaust 
plume deflection 
by thrust-vector-
ing paddle vanes. 
Inconel steel 
paddles can 
withstand 
temperatures 
up to 2000° F. 
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The #2 X-29 began a seri es o f 
high-alpha investigations late 
in 1989 . The plane wa 
equ ipped with an anti pin 
parachu te syste m, and its 
computers were loaded with 
new fligh t control laws 
derived fro m fli gh t tests of a 
22-percent- cale d rop model 
at SA's Langley Research 
Cen ter. 
NASA, Ai r Force and Grum-
man pilot have found that 
the X-29 ha be tter con u'o lla-
bili ty in the hig h-alpha 
regime than compute r simu-
la tions and wind tunnel te ts 
had pred icted . Intere tingly, 
the X-29 handles we ll in high-
alpha fligh t without leading 
edge lats fo r more lift and 
th rust v cto ring vanes to 
change the direction of its 
exhau t. Bo th d evices 
increa e stabili ty and contro l 
at h igh angles-o f-attack. 
NASA assumed 
responsibility for 
flight research 
with the X·31 at 
the end of 1991 . 
A lthough the United blown dogfight can cover 
States dominated the skies miles of ai rspace and 
in the Gulf War, it doesn't involve many high-g turns 
pay to be complacent. and loops. That's where 
Somewhere . . . someday . superior performance in 
American fighter pi lots may high-alpha flight may be a 
have to engage a well- decisive factor. 
trained enemy air force The high-alpha regime 
ready and wi lling to use (greater than about 55 
high-tech aircraft and degrees angle-of-attack) is 
weapons. an unfriendly place for 
NASA's research on how most of today's high-per-
aircraft perform in high formance aircraft. As a 
angle-of-attack (" high- plane increases its" alpha," 
alpha ") flight is aimed the wings start to rock; one 
squarely at building a data wing drops, gets a bit of lift 
base that industry can use and comes back, dropping 
to design superior military the other wing. Air stops 
fighters. flowing over the wings and 
In air-to-air combat, a vic- the plane stalls, literally 
torious pi lot is usually flying falling out of the sky. 
a more maneuverable- not The effect on combat 
necessarily faster-aircraft capability is signif icant. A 
than his adversary. A full- pi lot must make wider 
INCREASED 
MANEUVERABILITY 
Supersonic aircraft usuall y 
have high ly swept wings with 
sharp leading edge . At lower 
peeds, however, airflow over 
the wings separates and fo rms 
vortices over the wing' upper 
urface . Th e result: a slight 
increase in lift, bu t a sig-
nifi cant penalty in drag. 
THE FUTURE OF NASA' S 
HIGH-ALPHA RESEARCH 
In 1991 , La ngley Research 
Center completed the Vortex 
Flap program, an important 
effo rt to improve the aerody-
namic perfo rmance of uper-
son ic a ircraft at tran on ic and 
ASA has agreed to assume 
responsibil ity for fli ght tests 
of th e X-31 research aircraft 
from the Department of 
Defen e. The X-31, bu ilt by 
Rockwe ll In te rna ti onal and 
the German firm Messer-
schmitt-Bolkow-Blohm 
(MBB), is de igned to demon-
strate post-stall con tro llabili ty 
and the combat uses of good 
high-alpha maneuve rabili ty. 
The plane will j o in th e o ther 
high-alpha re earch aircraft 
ubsonic speed . Through 
CFD simula tio ns and wi nd 
tunnel test , Langley 
researchers developed a care-
fu lly shaped fl ap that traps a 
tornado-like swirl of air called 
a vo rtex. Th e goa l was to 
increase li ft-to-drag ra ti o. 
at Ames-Dryden . 
WHY HIGH-ALPHA ? 
turns and loops because he quickly because the pilot simulations in many in-
can't pull the plane up any can roll the plane about the stances as an alternative to 
higher than the 55-degree vector axis and go back the wind tunnel tests . They'l l 
limit. If he does and the way he came. And there's also be able to do tradeoff 
plane stalls, an adversary a bonus: high-alpha turns studies before the compa-
may seize the advantage normally put less stress on ny ever "bends metal": 
and attack. the aircraft, resulting in a How maneuverable should 
An aircraft with good longer usable service life. the plane be for its particu-
high-alpha handling charac- NASA researchers are lar mission ? How much 
teristics can reduce the feeding the results of high- high-alpha capability can be 
time a pilot needs to alpha wind tunnel tests and designed into the aircraft 
maneuver into position to fl ight research back into for a specific cost limit? 
fire at the enemy. For . computational fluid dynam- CFD predictions will nev-
example, he could pitch the ics (CFD) computer codes er completely replace flight 
plane's nose up to 70 that are used to predict tests because of scal ing 
degrees angle-of-attack in aerodynamic performance. effects. But thanks to 
level flight, almost stopping The goal , of course, is to NASA's research, the 
in mid-air. Using the flight make the CFD codes designers of future proto-
controls, he could kick the reflect as accurately as type aircraft can be confi-
aircraft around, point at the possible what will happen dent that they know their 
adversary and shoot. to a plane in the high-alpha plane's high-alpha perfor-
Exceptional high-alpha regime. mance before the proto-
performance also lets a Eventually, industry will type ever takes wing. ~ 
fighter turn corners more be able to run computer 
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NASA selected its veteran 
F-I06B research aircraft at 
Langley to validate the vortex 
flap concept. The 106's swept-
back delta wing planform was 
considered representative of 
aircraft that might benefit 
from the design. The plane's 
wing leading edges were 
removed and replaced with 
vortex flaps that could be 
adjusted for different test con-
ditions before takeoff. The 
right wing was mounted with 
surface pressure instruments. 
The left wing was equipped 
with accelerometers and 
strain gauges to monitor 
structural loads and defor-
mation. 
The F-106B made 93 vortex 
flap research flights from 
August 1988 to February 1991 ; 
engineers checked the aero-
dynamic performance of the 
flap and mapped the airflow 
for selected flap deflection 
angles. The tests proved that 
Thrust Vectoring System 
(TVS) Paddles 
Canards 
H IG H - P E R FO R MANC E 
Direction of Thrust 
F-1 06B vortex flap 
research model in 
Langley Research 
Cent er's 7x10-foot 
High Speed Tun-
nel. Downward-
point ing flap traps 
a vortex spanwise 
across its leading 
edge, 
In level flight (left), an aircraft specially equipped for high-alpha maneuvers doesn't need to use its canards (small 
wings on the forward fuselage) or its thrust vectoring system (TVS) paddles, As the aircraft pitches up and con-
tinues forward (center), the airflow starts to separate from the nose; the canards and paddles automatically 
deflect to keep the plane under control. At about 70 degrees angle-of-attack (right), airflow separation from the 
nose and upper wing surfaces increases but the canards and thrust vectoring system maintain the desired atti-
tude. The TVS also lets the pilot yaw the aircraft around in high-alpha flight to point the nose at an adversary. 
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the vortex flap does have sig-
nificant performance benefits, 
and answered aerodynami-
cists' questions about its 
impact on handling qualities 
and flight characteristics of a 
supersonic aircraft. The 
results will apply to future 
supersonic military and civil-
ian aircraft. 
INTEGRATED 
CONTROLS = BETTER 
SURVIVABILITY AND 
PERFORMANCE 
Flying today's fighter and 
attack aircraft puts a heavy 
workload on the pilot. There 
are throttle setting changes to 
make, engine temperatures to 
watch and fuel usage to moni-
tor. If one of the plane's flight 
control surfaces fails or is 
damaged in combat, the pilot 
often has his hands full just to 
keep the plane in the air. 
During late 1989 and early 
1990, I ASA investigated wha t 
may ultimate ly be a maj or 
br akthrough in a irborne 
fligh t conu-ol capabili ty: th e 
Self-Repairi ng Flight ConU-o l 
System ( RFCS). The pro-
gram, ponsored by the .S. 
Air Force, proved the abili ty 
of a fl igh t con tro l system to 
identify a fa iled compo nent, 
i olate it and reconfigure the 
ai leron , rudders, elevato rs 
and flap to continue the air-
craft's mi sion or let the pilot 
land afe ly. 
When the y tem sensed a 
fa ilure, it e lected the best 
precomputed so lution from a 
et of conu-ollaws loaded into 
the F-1 5' fl ight com pute r. 
A di play in the cockpit 
informed the pilot of the con-
u-ol urface reconfiguration 
and di played resu lting o pera-
tional limits such as reduced 
"g" loading, angle-of-attack 
maneuvering restrai n ts or 
decr a ed airspeed and alti-
tude margins. 
NASA F-15 is test-
ing its Perfor-
mance Seeking 
Control (PSCI sys-
tem. PSC uses 
integrated control 
laws t o ensure 
that peak engine 
and maneuvering 
performance is 
always available 
regardless of the 
mission or imme-
diate needs. 
HIGH - PER FO RM A CE 
SRFC also co uld monitor 
aircraft subsystems, wh ich 
allowed the system to diag-
nose and ide ntify fa ilures that 
could be hard to repeat and 
isolate during po tfli ght 
mainte nance. 
An advanced e lf-repairing 
system must be thorough ly 
tested before the techn o logy 
is used in future aircraft 
designs or reu-ofitted to ex ist-
ing aircraft. The enve lope of 
an operational SRFCS could 
include land ing tasks, super-
onic speeds and automatic 
terrain-avoidance and terrain-
following mode. 
Besides NAS and the Air 
Force, McDonn e ll Aircraft 
Company and General Elec-
tric' Aircraft Control Systems 
Divi ion also participated in 
the SRFCS research. 
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PERFORMANCE 
SEEKING CONTROL 
T he F-15 began a program 
call ed Pe rformance Seeking 
Contro l (PSC) in mid-J990 to 
optimize total aircraft engine 
performance during steady-
state engine operations. The 
system i lin ked with the 
plane's d ig ital flight control, 
inlet contro l and engine con-
tro l systems. 
Fli ght tests have shown that 
P C deo-eases fue l use in 
crui e cond itions and maxi-
mizes exce thrust during 
acce lerations, cl imb and 
dashes . It a l 0 may extend 
engin e life by reducing the 
fan tLll-bine inlel temperature. 
ASA's PSC research 
include developing methods 
in the digital engine contro l 
system to detect component 
degradation. This inrorm a-
tion , cou pl ed with normal 
preventive maintenance , wil l 
he lp ensu re fa il-safe propu l-
sion systems in high-perfor-
mance aircraft or the fUlure. 
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Performance seeking conu-ol 
systems apply to a variety of 
aircraft. Planes with thrust 
vectoring propulsion sys-
tems-where flight and 
engine control integration is 
essential-would benefit 
most. PSC also could find its 
way aboard supersonic cru ise 
U-an port aircraft and transat-
mospheric vehicles such a 
the ational Aero-Space 
Plane ( ASP), where large 
operating envelopes and a 
limited engine data base 
make engine trim functions 
difficu lt. Once developed, 
PSC system may increase 
engine thrust to 15 percent 
and cut fuel con umption up 
to 20 percent. 
PSC research flights with the 
NASA F-15 are expected to 
con tinue until early 1992. 
NEW DATA SYSTEMS 
Some of ASA's research to 
give U.S. aircraft better per-
formance isn't dramatic, but 
it 's no less important. For 
example, in 1991 the agency 
began evaluating a unique 
Optical Air Data Sy tern 
(OADS) that uses laser light 
instead of air pressure to give 
pilots airspeed and attitude 
information. DARPA spon-
sors the project. 
The external tubing of stan-
dard air pressure systems dis-
turbs the airflow over an air-
craft. The openings also must 
be cleaned of insects and 
debris frequently to ensure 
accurate data collection. 
OADS, however, i entirely 
within the airframe ofa 
NASA F-I04 research aircraft 
at Ames-Dryden. The laser 
beams project through lenses 
and window, 0 external 
maintenance is minimal. 
The system focuses two sheets 
of laser light ("sheet pairs") 
several feet away from the 
side of the aircraft. As micro-
A pi lot prepares It 
for a rotorcraft 
nap-of-the-Earth 
simulation in the 
Vertical Motion 
Simulator at 
NASA's Ames 
Research Center. 
scopic parti cles pass be tween 
the beams, OADS measures 
their di rec tio n and speed and 
processes the data into stan-
dard airspeed and angle-of-
attack d isplays. 
ROTORCRAFT 
TECHNOLOGY 
In combat, he licopters must 
be able to penetrate enemy-
held areas at low leve ls to 
avo id de tection. T he d iffi-
cu lty of flying close to the 
ground is magnified at nigh t 
or during adverse weather. 
Pi lots curren tly llse terrain-
following radar, forward-look-
ing in frared (FU R) ystems 
and night vi ion goggles to 
help them in making low-lev-
e l penetrations. But what if 
they had the benefit of a sys-
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tem that would automatically 
hug the terrain according to 
a preprogrammed digital 
map of the threat area-
much like the vaunted Toma-
hawk cruise missi les did in 
the Gulf War? 
That's the goal of NASA's 
Automated Nap-of-the-Earth 
( OE) program, a low-alti-
tude guidance concept that 
takes advantage of terrain 
knowledge to guide heli-
copter trajectories. Over the 
last few years, tlle basic com-
puter algorithms and displays 
have been developed by 
re earcher and te ted by 
NASA, Army and Air Force 
pilots. 
In 1990, ASA and the U.S. 
Army agreed to do ajoint 
HIGH - PERFORM ANCE 
SUPERSONIC STOVL (SHORT TAKEOFF/ VERTICAL LANDING) 
O ne of our primary efforts 
here at Lewis has been 
research on hot-gas inges-
tion. When an aircraft is 
doing a vertical landing, the 
jets exhaust downward, the 
exhaust reflects off the 
ground, then recirculates 
back up into the engine 
inlets. This causes either 
engine stability problems or 
a loss of performance. 
WHAT IF WE COULD TAKE THE COMBAT PROWESS OF AN F-16 OR AN 
F / A-18 FIGHTER AND GIVE IT THE ABILITY TO MAKE VERY SHORT 
TAKEOFFS AND VERTICAL LANDINGS? THAT'S BEEN THE THRUST OF 
ago. An ejector is a device 
that uses a small amount of 
high pressure (primary) air 
to move a large quantity of 
low pressure air, which is 
more efficient for hover. 
The program originally 
began at Ames; in fact, the 
full-scale General Dynamics 
E-J model was built and 
successfully run in their 
40x80 and 80x120 wind 
tunnels. 
NASA's SUPERSONIC STOVL RESEARCH EFFORTS FOR NEARLY SIX 
YEARS. PETE BATTERTO OF NASA's LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER 
RECAPS THE PROGRAM'S RECENT PROGRESS. 
We've been investigat-
ing the hot-gas ingestion 
pher:lomenon itself, looking 
at devices for deflecting 
the hot-gas away from the 
inlets and developing new 
fac ility techniques. In the 
past 18 months, we've 
installed a remote control 
model positioning system 
that can handle a full jet 
pressure ratio and tempera-
tures up to 10000 F. We've 
also put in a laser light 
sheet full-visualization sys-
tem to help us see where 
the hot-gas is going and 
see the whole field around 
the aircraft. We obtained 
excellent data from several 
runs in Lewis's 9x15 wind 
tunnel. 
Ames Research Center 
also has done a lot of paral-
lel small-scale ground ef-
fects work in terms of 
"fountain suckdown." 
When there are a number 
of jets impinging on the 
ground, the flow runs along 
the surface. If it runs 
together, it creates a foun-
tain, that is, a reflection 
of the flow that reflects 
back up and pushes up 
on the bottom of the air-
craft. The induced flow 
over the aircraft tends to 
create a negative pressure 
under the aircraft-hence 
fligh t experiment of the NOE 
concept on an Army UH-60 
Blackhawk helicopter. To pre-
pare for the flight tests, 
ASA's Ames Research Cen-
ter has done two detailed 
operational evaluations of the 
NOE algori thm in its Vertical 
Motion Simulator (VMS). 
The first simulation was done 
in June 1990. Pilots flew typi-
cal missions using a UH-60 
model, a helmet-mounted dis-
play and a terrain model of 
the Carlisle, Pennsylvania 
area where the actual fligh ts 
will take place. 
the term "suckdown." 
Another area in wh ich 
we've made a lot of 
progress-though we're 
still waiting for the final 
proof of testing-is inte-
grated controls . When a 
STOVL aircraft is coming in 
for a landing, the aerody-
namic control surfaces are 
no longer effective because 
there's no air speed. So 
The second serie of comput-
er-generated fli ghts includes 
an in terface with a repli ca of 
the Blackhawk 's flight com-
puter. The tests are validating 
the flight software and are 
being used to deve lop a 
detai led flight te t plan. 
you're dependent on the 
aircraft's jets to provide 
attitude control ; essentially 
the propulsion system is 
your flight control system. 
We've been developing 
and extending some tech-
niques called Design 
Methodology for Integrated 
Control Systems that were 
originally started by the Air 
Force. We're extending 
that type of design for the 
transition hover control 
problem, working this pro-
gram jointly with NASA's 
Ames Research Center. 
NASA recently complet-
ed the ejector augmentor 
program that we started 
with Canada severa l years 
Lewis's role was to val i-
date the ejector perfor-
mance claimed by the 
Canadians. We evaluated 
both cold and hot primary 
jets and measured perfor-
mance effects. In previous 
efforts with the ejectors, 
the process of going from 
scale models to full-scale 
ejectors just didn't work . 
This ejector performed very 
well and I think that the E-J 
represents a fa irly viable 
ejector augmentor configu-
ration STOVL aircraft. 
Lewis recently has 
begun a lot of work with 
SHORT TAKEOFF/ 
VERTICAL LANDIN G 
(STOVL ) 
Ames has al 0 done studies of 
advanced high-speed mtor-
craft concepts that could find 
their way into civil and mili-
tary use. T he work addresses 
techno logy issues such as drag 
and propulsion perfo rmance, 
acoustics, dynamics, materials 
and structure . 
With its short-field takeoff 
and vertical land ing ability, 
th e AV-SB Harrier has been a 
stalwart of Marine Corps avia-
tion for years, but it isn ' t 
designed to exceed the speed 
of sound. 
Since the mid-19S0s, NASA 
has been researching designs 
and technology that wou ld 
g ive the nation 's air forces a 
supersonic STOVL capabili ty. 
A five-year joint STOVL effort 
between the nited States 
and the n ited Kingdom end-
ed offic ially in J anuary 1991. 
Both coun tries worked on 
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exhaust system scale mod-
els, looking at the flow 
properties and performance 
parameters for the vertical 
thrust nozzles themselves. 
These nozzles are required 
for a STOVL aircraft in a 
hover mode. CFD comput-
er codes will be key to 
analyzing and designing the 
complex exhaust ducting 
used by most of the STOVL 
propulsion concepts. At 
Lewis, we're emphasizing 
the PARC 3-D (computer 
code) because of its excel-
lent documentation and 
good reliability. We're 
working on internal flow 
parametrics with that code 
almost exclusively. 
I think that NASA's 
supersonic STOVL work is 
really leading the way. 
We're trying to show the 
Department of Defense 
(000) that these problems 
are solvable now. When 
000 defines their next 
fighter's requirements, 
they should consider 
common chal lenge uch as 
integrated control , ground 
effects, engine ga ingestion 
and the acoustic environ ment 
around po tentia l aircraft 
de ign . 
As intended, the research did 
not zero in on anyone 
pro pul ion concept, but 
determined the trengths and 
weakne e of four different 
y tem : 
~ Ejector augmentors 
~ Hybrid tandem fans 
~ Remote augmented lift 
y tem 
~ Mixed fl ow vector thru t 
y tems 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
The ejector augmentor con-
cept was also the focus of a 
joint U.S./Canadian research 
effort that included tests of a 
full-scale model ofthe E-7, a 
tran on ic configuration . An 
is ue that urface d in the E-7 
program was the large, bulky 
size of the ejector sy tems. 
More research will be needed 
if the design i to be practical 
for future mili tary aircraft. 
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whether they want to 
have the vertical landing 
capability or not. 
That's NASA's ultimate 
goal: to provide that option 
for them. >-
Laser illuminat es 
exhaust from 
full-scale E-7 
STOVL configu-
ration at Ames 
Research 
Center. 
Arne Re earch Center's 
V / TOL Syste ms Re earch 
Aircraft (VSRA) , a highly 
modifi ed prototype Harrier, 
recently began tests to charac-
terize the exhaust plume of 
V/ STOL aircraft with 
infrared cameras. The VSRA 
is also being used to evaluate 
advanced cockpit disp lays and 
in tegrated fligh t/ propulsion 
conu-ols. ~ 
J 



HYPERSON IC / TRANSATMOSPHERIC VEHICLES 
In March 1991 , senior offi-
cials from NASA, the Depart-
ment of Defense, the Air 
Force and industry-even the 
President's Science Advisor-
appeared before Congres 
and testified with one voice: 
The National Aero-Space 
Plane (NASP) program is a 
high-priority national endeav-
or that is making exce llent 
progress and has their full 
suppon. 
The NASP program is geared 
toward production of a sleek 
flight research vehicle desig-
nated the X-30, which will 
make its first flight in the late 
1990s. Its ultimate goal i to 
develop and demonstrate the 
technologies for single-stage-
to-orbit fli ght; NASP will take 
off like an aircraft, accelerate 
into Earth orbit using upe r-
sonic ramjets (scramjets) as 
its primary propulsion, then 
return through the atmo-
sphere for a runway landing. 
The program is now in the 
midd le of its technology 
development and verifi cation 
phase. Researchers are 
acquiring data, defining vehi-
cle ystems and settling on 
engine and airframe designs . 
A Presiden tial decision to 
build and flight test the X-30 
is slated for late 1993. 
NASP nozzle tests at 
lewis Research 
Center focused on 
operating character-
istics from takeoff to 
about Mach 2. To 
reduce transonic 
drag, hydrogen fuel 
is burned in an external 
stream of air passing 
adjacent to the 
nozzle cowl section. 
Overleaf: 
National Aero-
Space Plane. 
~ 
DEVELOPING CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES TO 
SUPPORT THE X -30 NATIONAL AERO-SPACE 
PLANE (NASP) AND FUTURE 
HYPERSONIC VEHICLES. 
THE NATIONAL 
CONTRACTOR TEAM 
Because the goal of the NASP 
program is to build an 
unprecedented aerospace vehi-
cle , th e I-esearch and develop-
ment effort requires unprece-
dented coopera ti on among 
government age ncies, business 
organizations and acade mic 
i nstitu tions. 
Early in 1990, five of the 
nation's lead ing aerospace 
companies-Gen eral Dynam-
ics, McDonnell Douglas, Pratt 
& Whi tney, Rockwell Interna-
tional and Rocketdyne, a divi-
sion of Rockwell-took a "giant 
leap" forward in wo rking to-
gether. They formed a NASP 
National Con tractor Team to 
combine their technical exper-
tise and their best ideas. 
It was an innovative step. 
Instead of just one contractor 
coming up with new ideas for 
NASP techn ology, government 
and industry a like could capi-
ta lize on the i,- synergism of 
ideas. Formation of tlle team 
also ensu red that several com-
pan ies wou ld have the techni-
cal expertise to design and 
manufacture advanced propul-
sion systems, materials and 
structures derived from me 
1 ASP program . 
Un der the team agreement, 
Rockwell, McDonn e ll Douglas 
and General Dynamics are 
responsib le for deve loping the 
X-30 's airfram e. Rocketdyne 
and Pratt & Whitn ey are 
add ressing th e NASP propul-
sion systems. 
WANTED: TWIN TAILS , 
LIFTING BODY SHAPE 
In October 1990, ASP 
reached one of its most signif-
icant milestones when a new, 
improved configuration was 
chosen for the vehicle. The 
twin-tailed, lifting body shape 
was di tilled from the individ-
ual de ign of the con tractor 
team members. 
The paired vertical tails will 
give the X-30 better stabili ty 
and controllabi li ty during tl1e 
atmospheric parts of its flight 
path. The vehicle's forebody 
will compress and force air 
into the scramjets at high 
speed, where oxygen from 
the air will be combined and 
burned with hydrogen carried 
on board. As the exhaust exits 
the scramj ets, the X-30's after-
body will act as an expansion 
nozzle. Two pilots will fly the 
X-30 from a raised blister 
near the craft's flattened 
nose. 
Some aspects of the NASP 
vehicle continue to evolve. 
The X-30 may incorporate 
elevons (combined elevators 
and ailerons) like those on 
the Space Shuttle orbiter, or 
the wings may be "all-moving" 
to provide pitch and roll 
control. 
47 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
NASA engineer 
checks Test Tech-
nique Demonstrator 
(TID) model in Lan-
gley Research Cen-
ter's 14x20-foot sub-
sonic w ind tunnel. 
The fiberglass mod-
el is 9.5 feet long. 
HYP £ R SON I C j TR ANSA TM OS PH E RI C 
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T here are a tremendous 
number of elements/vari-
ables involved in the syn-
thesis of the aerospace 
plane. These variables are 
intricately networked and 
all are important. If the 
elements are integrated in 
a synergistic fashion, the 
design converges to a 
viable vehicle : there is a 
positive cascading effect. 
On the other hand, the 
design is just as sensitive 
in the other direction. 
With NASP, the high 
degree of integration of the 
propulsion system with the 
airframe and the coupling 
between propulsion sur-
faces and aerodynamic sur-
faces make this a more 
highly integrated vehicle 
than has been attempted 
before. The X-15 was a 
high-Mach vehicle, but 
there was essentially no 
coupl ing between the aero-
dynamics and the propul-
sion; you lit the rocket, it 
ignited and accelerated. 
The X-30's fore body will 
precompress the air for 
delivery to the inlet/com-
bustor and the afterbody 
will act as a nozzle to 
expand the exhaust, so the 
propulsion system is totally 
integrated from 
Advanced tech-
nologies that will 
be integrated in 
the X-30. 
HYP E R S ONIC / TRANSATMOSPHERI C 
NASP SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
THE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE (NASP) PROGRAM IS 
PRODUCING MAJOR ADVANCES IN PROPULSION, MATERI-
ALS, STRUCTURES, AERODYNAMICS AND A HOST OF OTHER 
TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES. BUT THE SUCCESS OF THE PRO-
GRAM DEPENDS ON COMBINING ALL OF THESE TECHNOLO-
GY DEVELOPME TS I TO A "FIRST-OF-ITS-KINO" 
AEROSPACE PLANE (THE X-30) THAT WILL TAKE OFF HOR-
IZO TALLY AND ACCELERATE THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE, 
USI G AIRBREATHING PROPULSION, TO LOW EARTH 
ORBIT . LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER'S LARRY HUNT DIS-
CUSSES THE FORMIDABLE TASK OF NASP TECHNOLOGY 
INTEGRATION AND VEHICLE DESIGN. 
nose to tail on the under-
surface of the veh icle. 
When the pilots change 
the power setting, they will 
change the forces in the 
nozzle and this in turn will 
require adjustments in 
aerodynamic controls for 
stable flight. 
Another important cou-
pling involves thermal man-
agement. Since the vehi-
cle accelerates to low 
Earth orbit through an air-
breathing corridor, the heat 
load during ascent is 
approximately three times 
that which occurs during 
reentry and descent. In 
order to manage this heat 
load, the cryogenic hydro-
gen fuel is used to actively 
Advanced 
Avionics 
Advanced 
Aerodynamics 
cool the engines, a portion 
of the fore body inlet ramps 
and nozzle expansion sur-
faces and leading edges of 
the airframe. In this man-
ner, the use of very high-
temperature heavy materi-
als is minimized. Also, the 
more heat absorbed by the 
fuel, the higher the fuel 
injector temperature-a 
significant factor in enhanc-
ing propulsion efficiency. 
Cryo Tank/Structure 
Slush Hydrogen 
Actively 
Cooled 
Structure 
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The aero-space plane is 
a highly sensitive machine 
and, thus, must be finely 
tuned for its orbital mis-
sion. However, it does 
have some "forgiving " 
characteristics . If, for 
example, the propulsion 
system does not attain the 
maximum efficiency pre-
dicted, the trajectory and 
the tra jectory events can 
be re-optimized through 
the use of liquid oxygen 
(LOX) augmentation, in 
both the airbreathing 
scramjets and the rockets 
(when they are initiated at 
the top end of the trajecto-
ry) to increase the thrust-
to-drag ratio of the veh icle 
and, thus, compensate for 
Advanced 
Materials 
some scramjet propulsion 
efficiency losses. 
This optimization will 
continue during the enve-
lope expansion/f light test 
program. For instance, the 
scramjets cannot be tested 
in free-jet ground tests 
above Mach 8 nor in direct-
connect combustor tests 
above Mach 10. There-
fore, the airbreathing 
propulsion system design 
must rely on CFD (comput-
er) predictions for the 
remainder of the tra jectory 
to orbit. As the veh icle 's 
fl ight test envelope is 
expanded beyond the 
ground-test matrix, the 
ratio of LOX to hydrogen 
on board will be flexible. 
The flight envelope expan-
sion wi ll substantiate the 
performance level attain-
able, and the LOX-to-hydro-
gen ratio can then be opti-
mized based on actual per-
formance . 
NASP is an ambitious 
program Today's fastest 
airbreathing airplane, the 
SR-?l , cruises at about 
Mach 3; and NASP is 
attempting to accelerate to 
Mach 25. But, if the disci-
pl ines are integrated syner-
gistica lly in the design of 
the vehicle, then a viable 
orbita l vehicle should 
emerge that will provide 
routine access to low Earth 
orbit at substantially 
reduced cost. ~ 
NASA also has finish ed initial 
studies of crew escape 
options, includ ing ej ection 
seats and a separable nose 
section . A major requireme nt 
is to provide the crew with 
the maximum possible pro-
tection during the h igh-risk 
parts of the X-30's fligh t 
envelope. 
MEETING THE 
TECHNOLOGY 
CHALLENGE 
In the past two years, the X-3~ 
has started to come off the 
d rawing board and into reali-
ty. The natio nal govern-
men t/ indu try team has 
made impressive strides in 
developing the advanced 
technologies that will be in te-
grated into the ASP vehicle. 
HYPERSONIC / TRANSATMOSPHERIC 
Modified "govern-
ment baseline" 
engine at Lewis 
Research Center. 
Model was used 
to obtain inlet and 
engine perfor-
mance data with 
variable inlet con-
traction ratios and 
nozzle exit areas 
up to Mach 3.5. 
>- AEROTHERMODYNAMICS-
The aerodynamic data base 
continued to grow to meet 
the program 's requirements . 
General Dynamic tested 
models over a speed range of 
Mach 4 to 14, complementing 
data previously obta ined by 
McDonnell Douglas and 
Rockwell Inte rnational. At 
Langley Research Ce nte r, 
NASA got valuable informa-
tion on NASP-re lated stabili ty 
and control, aerodynamic 
integration and propulsion 
wi th a ser ies of powered Test 
Techniques Demonstrator 
(TID) model tests . 
>- PROPULSION-
Lewis Re earch Center evalu-
ated several engine inlet con-
cepts to explore the inte rac-
tion between engine mod-
ules. Scramjet fuel-injecto,-s 
were the object of Mach 10 
tests at the General Applied 
Science Laboratory and Mach 
7 experiments a t TheJohns 
Hopkins University Applied 
Physics Laboratory. 
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Lewis researchers also ran 
tests of a com ple te "govern-
ment base line" engine 
design . The studies provided 
important insights into bo th 
perfo rmance and o ptio ns for 
engine contro l systems. And 
Langley Research Cente r per-
form ed subsca le sc ramjet 
investigations with contracto r 
engine hardware in th e Cen-
ter's a rc-heated scramjet test 
facili ty . Lewis' Plumbrook 
Facili ty began to produce 
large quantities (up to 500 
gallons) of slush hydrogen , a 
mixture of o lid and li quid 
hydrogen. Slush hydrogen 
will , in effect, give the X-30 
more "bang for the buck"; it 
is dense r than liquid hyd ro-
gen and require smaller 
tanks fo r the same amount of 
propulsive capability. Tan ks 
themselves can be lighte r 
because slush hydrogen 
requires an inte rna l pressure 
of only one po und per square 
inch. It is a lso a better 
coo lant for the NASP stru c-
tures and engines than liquid 
hydroge n. 
HYPE R SON I C / T R ANSAT MO S PHE RI C 
ASSIGNMENT: X-30 TEST FLIGHT 
S ometime in the late lations of X-3~ flight pro- path that will far exceed in its home base. some point before touch-
1990s, the X-3~ National files since 1988. The distance anything done in If any problems devel- down to give the X-3~ a 
Aero-Space Plane (NASP) research is being done in previous research aircraft oped, the plane would have "go-around" capability. 
will light up its engines and Ames-Dryden's Simulation programs. enough energy to make an NASA and the Air Force 
lift off the runway at Laboratory. The Mach 6.7 X-15 rock- emergency touchdown at haven't yet determined a 
Edwards Air Force Base in Early NASP test flights et plane of the 1960s, for KSC's 15, ODD-foot Shuttle final trajectory for fl ights to 
California. The sleek, black will focus on basics: prov- example, used a "high Landing Facility runway. orbit. But one thing is cer-
and gray vehicle won't be ing that the X-3~ flies as range" stretching from If not at KSC, the X-3~ tain: The X-3~ will go 
headed for orbit; in fact, predicted in low-speed mid-Nevada to Edwards in would make a sweeping where no "X-plane" has 
the landing gear probably atmospheric flight and southern California. In one 180-degree turn, then gone before. ~ 
won't even be retracted. working out any technical flight profile currently being accelerate to the speed 
That first test hop will be problems that crop up in studied by NASP program planned for that particular 
just the start of a series of the vehicles's myriad elec- managers, the X-3~ would run. 
ever more ambitious exper- tric, mechanical and propul- leave Edwards and head After gathering the need-
imental flights that will cul- sion systems. During this southeast across the Unit- ed data, the X-3~ would cut 
minate in a try for single- initial phase, the X-3~ will ed States. It would cruise off its scramjet engines 
stage-to-orbit after the turn be kept within the Edwards at speeds up to Mach 4 somewhere over western 
of the century. test range-at 20,000 and altitudes far above nor- Mississippi or eastern 
Though takeoff is several square miles, still a huge mal military and commer- Texas and make a high-
years in the future, NASA's area in which to fly! cia I air traffic until it speed gliding return to the 
Ames-Dryden Flight Re- Gradually, the X-3~ will approaches NASA's Edwards area. The low-
search Facility at Edwards expand its speed and alti- Kennedy Space Center speed propulsion system 
has performed many simu- tude envelope on a flight {KSC)- 2500 miles from would be turned on at 
FLIG H T TEST POTE TIAL PRO FILES TRAJ ECTORY COMPARISONS 
Potential ground 
tracks for X-30 
flight tests (bluel 
encompass much 
more territory 
than those used 
in the X-15 pro-
gram (magental . 
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HYP E RSO I C / TRANSAT M OSP H E RI C 
Cryogenic Propel-
lant Tank Facility 
at Lewis' Plum 
Brook Facility will 
be used to study 
storage issues 
associated with 
slush hydrogen. 
~ MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES-
The first large-scale su-uctures 
representative of e lements of 
the X-3~ have been manu fac-
tured. McDonne ll Douglas 
completed two se ri es of test 
on an eight-foot long, multi-
lobed thermoplastic fu e l ta nk 
in tailed in a fuse lage-she ll of 
titanium metal mau-ix com-
posite. Also, large pane ls of 
si li cone-fiber-re in forced tita-
nium from Textron were 
a sembled into a representa-
tive 4x8x8-foot NASP struc-
ture and ent to ASA's 
Ame -Dryden Flight Research 
Facility for thermal tests. Gen-
eral Dynam ic and LTV Cor-
pOl-ation com pleted an a ll 
carbon-carbon u-ucture rep-
re enting a lOx5-foot wing 
ection of the X-3~ . 
~ COMPUTATIO AL FLUID 
D YNAMICS (CFD )-
As are ult of test data valida-
tion ,the ASP team now has 
increased confidence in 
aerothermal com puter codes 
and ha started to use CFD to 
de ign engine interior details. 
Researchers have also deve l-
oped a combination of com-
puter programs that can ca l-
culate nose-to-tail flow charac-
te risti cs for the e ntire NA P 
ve hicle . 
Recent advances at Langley 
Re earch Center in boundary-
layer transition prediction for 
hypersonic peeds have now 
been in corporated into con-
u-actor method crucial to 
de ign for surface heating 
and engin e inflow. 
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GENERIC HYPERSONICS 
NASA also is doing research 
to understand th e fundamen-
tal physica l processes of 
hype rsonic fligh t and to pro-
mote new ideas app licab le to 
hyper on ic veh icle. The 
Generic Hyperso nics pro-
gram emphasizes research 
and technology development, 
primarily for airbreathing 
ae ro-space craft that u e 
highly integra ted airframe/ 
propulsion concepts. 
Unlike the NASP program, 
which i focused on a specifi c 
veh icle and mission, Generic 
Hyperson ic t1-e e a broad 
range of config uratio ns and 
technical issues . Key cha l-
lenges exist in areas such as 
hyperson ic boundary layers 
and high-speed u-a nsitio n , 
mixing and combustion at 
supe rso nic speed and rarifi ed 
fl ows at high altitudes. 
An important part of the pro-
gram is an effo rt to enhance 
g nera l hyperso nic capabi li-
ti e th ro ugh a variety of activi-
ties: ground-based re earch , 
fli ght experiments, investiga-
ti ons of the inte racti on of 
in tegrated com ponen ts and 
deve lopmen t of super-accu-
ra te computationa l fluid 
dynamics algo rithms. ~ 


NASA wongly supports 
research LO advance the tech-
nical disciplines important to 
aviation. The emphasis is on 
fundamental understanding 
of the physical phenomena 
involved in aerospace systems 
and on identifying and devel-
oping new ideas that may 
yie ld revo lutionary advances 
for application to those sys-
tems. 
By its nature, discipline 
research is continuous and 
long-range; it gives designers 
a technological foundation LO 
draw on a they addre s the 
specific requirements of 
fUlUre aircraft. This funda-
mental technology base 
advances stead ily through 
both computational and 
experimental research on the 
"leading edge." Thi ba e pro-
\>ides the knowledge needed 
to undersLand the key phy ic 
of tructural , control and flow 
phenomena that make major 
breakthroughs in new con-
cepts po sible. 
This work depends on the 
experti e of the re earcher 
involved and on the experi-
mental and computational 
facilitie available to uppon 
the re earch. 
Direct numerical 
simulation pre-
dicting transition 
from laminar to 
turbulent flow 
over a flat plate. 
CRITICAL DISCI P L I NES 
~ 
PIONEERING THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS AND PROVIDING 
PHYSICAL UNDERSTANDING AND THEORETI-
CAL, EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL 
TOOLS REQUIRED FOR EFFICIENT DESIGN 
AND OPERATION OF ADVANCED 
AEROSPACE VEHICLES . 
~ 
UNDERSTANDING 
A PHENOMENON 
Boundary layer transition is a 
phenomenon much be ner 
understood today than it was 
just a few years ago. It is asso-
ciated with the flow of a ir 
over an a irplane in flight and 
the viscous effects that cause 
the air next to the aircraft's 
surface to fl ow at a lower 
ve loc ity than the air in the 
"free su-eam" farther away. 
This boundal-y layer has a very 
large effect on the leve l of 
drag and the corresponding 
engine thrust required to 
overcome it. nder certain 
con ditions, the boundal-y lay-
er is very uniform and smooth 
(laminar). In other situations, 
th e layer transitions into an 
agita ted state and becomes 
turbu lent or unsteady and 
contains mini-tornado called 
vortices. Air friction drag on a 
plane is signifi cantly highe r 
with turbulent flow than it is 
for laminar flow, so under-
tanding the boundary layer 
phenomenon and being ab le 
to model it and predict transi-
tion from lam inar to turbu-
le n t can have a major impact 
on a ircraft design and effi-
ciency. 
Sc ie ntists at lASA's Ames 
Research Cen ter recen tly 
made tll e first direct nume ri-
ca l simulation of thi transi-
tion to turbulence over a fl at 
p late . Using a new "finite-dif-
fe re nce" computational 
meth od, th ey were ab le to 
visualize detached shear lay-
e rs of airflow and pair of 
counterrotatino- vortices-
results that agreed Witll tll e 
ava ilable experimental data. 
The finite-difference method 
from this study ha now been 
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ex tended 0 that direc t imu-
la ti ons of u-an itional and lUr-
bulen t air£low over ge neral 
shapes are po ible. On e of the 
first appl ications will be the 
creation ora new computer 
code to mode l compressible, 
turbu lent and tran itional 
£low ove r a turbine a irfo il. 
ADV AN CED MATERIALS 
Maj or leap in mate ria ls tech-
no logy have occurred as com-
pu ta ti onal capabili ti have 
al lowed study of previou ly 
unin vestigated phenome na. 
Today, materials properti es 
and proce sing behavio r can 
be evalualed at the ato mic 
and mo l e~ ular leve l; lhis can 
lead to tli e deve lopme n l o f 
ma terials with specifi c desired 
charac teristi cs. 
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Triangular grid sys-
tem produced pre-
diction of the wing 
shock system 
about a wing at 
cruise conditions 
resulting in tran-
sonic flows. Mach 
contours are repre-
sented on wing 
surface by blue-
green-yellow-red 
(low to high). 
Researchers in po lymers and 
me ta ls have now fo rmulated 
new combination of ele-
me n ts to ac h ieve h ighe r se r-
vice tempe ra ture, increa ed 
to uo-hn ess and improved cor-
rosio n resistance. Toughe ned 
po lyme ri c plasti cs, whe n u ed 
in re in fo rced composite 
ma terial , improve the ab il ity 
o f a structure such as an air-
plane wing to withstand 
impacts from hai l, runway 
ston e and d ropped tools. 
Un ique combinatio ns of elec-
tri cal, mechanical and th e r-
mal pro pe rties, such as piezo-
electrics and shape-memo!), 
ma lerials, have al 0 been cre-
a led; uses for them in se nso rs 
and othe r applicatio ns are 
being developed . 
T o me, the Numerical 
Aerodynamic Simulation 
(NAS) program is one of the 
most successful that NASA 
has ever undertaken! It 
acts as a pathfinder to 
develop, integrate and test 
advanced computer sys-
tems and provides a lead-
ing edge computational 
capability to the U.S. 
aerospace community. We 
supply supercomputer ser-
vices to more than 1500 
users from NASA, the 
aerospace industry, the 
Department of Defense 
and university sites across 
the country. 
I believe leadership in 
computational technologies 
will have a profound effect 
on the competitiveness of 
our aerospace industry in 
the 1990s. Computational 
simulations made possible 
by NAS will yield innovative 
solutions and designs that 
are not likely to be discov-
ered by other means. 
For example, research 
scientists using the NAS 
capability have developed 
computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) codes that can 
predict the viscous flow 
fie ld over entire aircraft, 
both civil transports and 
high-performance mil itary 
airplanes. Minor modifica-
tions to candidate configu-
rations can be eas ily 
accommodated, and the 
resulting impact on perfor-
mance over a wide range of 
flight conditions can be 
quickly evaluated. Obvious-
ly, th is sign ificantly reduces 
design time and minimizes 
cost. 
The list of NAS accom-
pl ishments and the testi-
monials from our users is 
quite impressive. Let me 
just mention a few. 
CRITI CA L DI SC IPLI ES 
NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIMULATION 
SINCE 1985, NASA's NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC 
SIMULATION (NAS) PROGRAM HAS PIONEERED ADVANCED 
AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS FOR SUPERCOMPUTERS. 
DAVE COOPER AT AMES RESEARCH CENTER, 
HOME OF THE NAS FACILITY, TALKS ABOUT 
THE PROGRAM'S ACHIEVEMENTS. 
We've done a numerical 
simulation of a wind tunnel 
test on an F-16A fighter to 
demonstrate that CFD can 
predict vehicle aerodynam-
ics accurately at various 
angles-of-attack. The com-
puted lift and drag coeffi-
cients and surface pres-
sures agreed with the wind 
tunnel measurements to 
within 5 percent. Again, 
this capability reduces the 
overall requirements for 
wind tunnel and flight tests 
and shrinks the design 
time. 
We have also performed 
a simulation of rotor/stator 
interactions in single stage 
turbines and simulations of 
unsteady flow in multistage 
turbomachines. These tests 
are helping researchers 
~ 
understand and define the 
pressure and temperature 
distributions in the tur-
bines. The work has 
already led to the redesign 
of turbines to make them 
more efficient and will 
eventually lead to designs 
that increase the lifetime of 
the turbine parts. 
A third example of NAS 
achievements is the 
progress being made to 
simulate the flow field 
through a ducted fan and 
the external flow over the 
engine nacelle and cowl. 
This work will ass ist 
designers of ultra-high-
bypass ratio engines that 
substantially improve 
propulsion efficiency over 
existing powerplants. 
Another important ele-
ment of this work is the 
efficient integration and 
design of these large 
engines into the airframe 
and the resulting change in 
structural requirements. 
During the past couple of 
years, the helicopter com-
munity has made tremen-
dous strides in developing 
codes that accurately pre-
dict the helicopter/rotor 
blade airloads and perfor-
mance as well as simulate 
the complicated flow that 
results from the fuselage , 
rotors and wake interac-
tions. This work is current-
ly demonstrating the appli-
cability of eFD to this disci-
pline and will eventually 
lead to rotary wing designs 
with improved performance 
and reduced noise and 
vibration. 
As we move toward 
designing optimized vehi-
cles that include the inte-
grated effects of aerody-
namics, controls, flexible 
structures and propulsion 
systems, we must develop 
multidisciplinary codes and 
apply them to realistic prob-
lems. The successful 
numerical coupling of the 
Navier-Stokes solutions 
with the structural equa-
tions to simulate aeroelas-
ticity of a flexible wing is an 
example of this work. ~ 
Predicted static 
pressure ratio 
for an Allison 
ducted propfan 
at Mach 0.75. 
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b w s hock-
Luminescent paint 
glows under ultravi-
olet light in tests 
at Ames Research 
Center. 
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COMPUTATIONAL 
FLUID DYNAMICS 
The design of fu ture high ly 
sophi ticated aircraft is li nked 
with the abili ty to com pute 
accurate ly the fl ow of air 
around aero pace configura-
ti ons. NASA is trying to make 
computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) more effective in a ir-
craft de ign by developing a 
basic under tanding of such 
fl ow and correc tly modeling 
phenomena uch as turbu-
lence and transi ti on to turbu-
lence for accurate prediction 
of aerodynamic drag. 
The CFD process include 
algorithms that translate 
equatio ns of fluid motion 
into computer simulations, 
grid methods for mode li ng 
aero pace geometries and the 
volume around them, and 
scientific vi ualization of com-
puted re ult using co lor 
computer graph ic worksta-
tions. 
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Recent developments by 
ASA researchers promise 
advances in treating geomet-
ri c an d ph ysical com plexiti es. 
For example, the flow abo ut a 
wing was do ne using a trian-
gular grid scheme that adapts 
we ll to th e physical fl ow phe-
nomena. Th e scheme 
improved accuracy in predi c-
tion of the wing shock syste m 
at cruise conditions resulting 
in transo nic fl ows. Advanced 
grid schemes, when used 
in terac tive ly with ophisticat-
ed methods for vi ual display 
of the grids and fina l solu-
tions, offer researchers seve r-
al advantages: 
~ Fu ll control for place ment 
of di screte po ints 
~ Con tro l of movement and 
views of the configuratio n 
~ Color enhancements of 
portions of th e geo metry 
~ Specifi c numerical data fo r 
the geometry and th e so lu-
tio n. 
C RITI CA L DI SC I PLINES 
I 
THE "GRAND CHALLENGE" OF AEROSCIENCES 
Computing and computer by the recognition that mental Protection Agency. HPCC efforts. Ames also will research new 
communications networks unprecedented computa- NASA's part of HPCC is Research Center leads the approaches to managing 
are transforming the world. tiona I power is needed to designed to accelerate the CAS project with contribu- the data from those meth-
They affect the way we do investigate and understand development and applica- tions from Langley and ods, from computational 
business, our educational a wide range of scientific tion of high-performance Lewis Research Centers. models and experiments, 
activities-indeed, the way and engineering "grand computing technologies to The program will work on including highly complex 
we live. Future societies challenges": problems meet NASA's science and technology for modeling complete aerosciences 
with the most advanced whose solutions are engineering requirements. critical system interactions problems. 
computing capabilities will critical to national needs. The ability to do integrated, in advanced aerospace In more focused applica-
have a major competitive The program is a multi- multidisciplinary numerical vehicles that can't be done tions, CAS will research 
advantage in the world agency endeavor that simulation and design of due to the limitations of new multidisciplinary 
marketplace. involves NASA, the complete aerospace vehi- today's supercomputers. aeroelasticity and combus-
In 1991, the U.S. Gov- Department of Energy, cle systems throughout the CAS will strive for tion models that will even-
ernment finalized details of the National Science Foun- flight envelope is particular- progress in several areas. It tually be practical for engi-
a national program in High- dation, the Defense Iy important to the nation's will develop new algo- neering purposes. NASA's 
Performance Computing Advanced Research Pro- continued preeminence in rithms and computational High-Speed Research Pro-
and Communications jects Agency (DARPA), the aeronautics. methods that can be effec- gram, to develop technolo-
(HPCC) to sustain and Department of Commerce, The Computational Aero- tively used with new" par- gyfora nex~gene~tion 
expand U.S. leadership in the National Institutes of sciences (CAS) project is a allel-processing" comput- supersonic transport, 
this area. HPCC is driven Health and the Environ- major focus of NASA's ing systems. The project will be one of the prime 
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beneficiaries of this work. 
NASA's participation in 
the High-Performance Com-
puting and Communications 
Program will help the agen-
cy- and the nation-keep 
its current leadership in 
computational techniques, 
while broadly strengthening 
its capabilities for susta ined 
high-performance comput-
ing research. ~ 
Numerical simulation 
of exhaust streamlines 
from NASA's Vertical 
System Research Air-
craft, a modified YAV-
88 Harrier. 
C RITICAL DIS C IPLI 
COMPUTATIONAL 
STRUCTURAL 
MECHANICS 
Current aircraft structural 
design is typifi ed by a top-
down approach beginning 
with overall design and 
increasing in detail tha t 
resu lts in the final e ngineer-
ing drawings. Employing 
evo lving high-pe rformance 
com puter , com putation al 
structura l mechan ics (CSM) 
techniques offer a detail ed 
design capability using 
advanced mate rials that can 
im pact overall design. The 
E S 
re ult: lighter, better perform-
ing aircraft. 
Recen tly, ASA re earch pro-
duced everal mile tones. A 
model for textile composites 
was used to predict static 
trength and fatigue life. This 
line of research will establish 
de ign requ irements for new 
material form. da pLive anal-
ys is method demon trated 
new non linear so lution tec h-
niques for predicting buck-
ling and failure behavior in 
curved complex panels. Iso , 
a combined ex perimental/ 
analysis method to predict 
SU'uctural response of ceramic 
composites for engine struc-
tures wa deve loped. 
NEW EXPERIMENTAL 
TESTING TECHNIQUES 
Computational so lutions 
depend heavily on "real 
world" test re u lts for valida-
tion. But experi men tal te ts 
can be complicated, expen-
sive and time consu ming. 
They often require test faci li-
tie that simulate the flight 
environment and mall-sca le 
models that accurately repre-
ent the fu ll- ize article . Mod-
e ls must be exte n ive ly in U'u-
men ted so that measurement 
can be made at many po in t 
on the slllface for com parison 
6] 
with the computati onal solu-
tion at the same points. 
For example, ae rodyn am ic 
tests of mode ls in wind tun-
nels need many pressure taps 
placed at ve ry precise loca-
tions o n th e model. T he cost 
to manufac ture such a mode l 
can run to more th an 1 mil-
lion for a mod el. The proce 
of takin g the measureme nts 
also is com plicated and time 
consuming. 
During th e last two year , 
NASA has successfully tested a 
new paint that can measure 
surface pressure on a ircraft 
during flight. The paint, 
deve loped by Ame Research 
Center and the Univer ity of 
Wash ington , becomes lumi-
nesce nt under u ltravio let 
li ghl. The inte nsity of li gh t 
radi ated by th e paint results 
from the aerodynami c pres-
sure it rece ives. Researchers 
u e videotapes or photo-
graphs take n in til e ul traviolet 
to study the pressure pa tterns . 
The paint's abili ty to give 
accurate pressure measure-
ments was studied in wind 
tunne l tes ts a t Ames in 1989. 
The method was validated 
during flight tests aboard an 
F-I04 research aircraft at 
Ames-Dryden Flight 
Research Facili ty in 1991. 
Aerospace expert are haili ng 
th e pressure-sensitive paint a 
revo lutionary because it could 
lead to large a reas of a test 
ve hi cle being studied at once. 
The li gh t pink paint is qu ick 
and easy to apply and th e 
e ntire test surface can be 
"mapped. " Test mode ls and 
fli gh t ve hicles don ' t have to 
be modifi ed Witll the wires 
and tubing associated with 
conven tional data coll ection 
sy tems. ~ 


The phrase "unique national 
asset" i often used to 
describe NASA's trio of 
research cen ters-Langley, 
Lewis a nd Arne - an d the 
wo rld 's prem ier civili an flight 
te t in tallation, the Ames-
Dryden Flight Re earch 
Faci li ty. 
It's u"ue that NASA's laborato-
ries, wind LUnn e ls and te ting 
faci li ties ra nk among the 
world' best. T he variet)' and 
cope of the programs a lready 
described in thi repo rt make 
it clear tha t the age ncy's part-
ner in governmen t a nd 
indu try agree. 
But the real va lue of NASA 
fac iliti es to th e nation cannot 
be measured so le ly in terms 
of their physical plan l. Just as 
important are the first-rate 
cienti ts, engineers, techni-
cians and managers who taff 
tho e installa tion . It's the 
com bination of people and 
research capabilitie that 
make NASA's faci liti es so 
appealing to the aerospace 
comm unity. 
NASA also rea li zes that a 
physical plant must be main-
tained and period ically 
improved. The agency ha in 
place a n ambitio us, integrat-
ed plan to upgrade its fac ili-
NATIONAL FACILIT I ES 
~ 
DEVELOPING, MAINTAINING AND OPERATING 
CRITICAL NATIONAL FACILITIES FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH IN SUPPORT OF INDUSTRY, 
DoD AND OTHER NASA PROGRAMS. 
Overleaf: 
Research planes at 
Ames"Dryden Flight 
Research Center. 
ties and continue its ab ili ty to 
execute vital na tio na l aero-
nautics research progra ms. 
NEW CAP ABILITIES 
In 199 ] , NASA brought noVo 
importan t new research fac ili-
ti es on li ne: th e Am es-Dryden 
Integrated Test Facili t)' 
(ITF) and Lewis ' Powered 
Lift Facili ty. 
Th e Ames-Dryden Integrated 
Test Fac ili ty is esse nti a l for 
NASA's conti nued pree mi-
ne nce in ae ronautical 
research . In th e last decade , 
the re has been a sig n i fi can l 
growth of e lectron ic dig ita l 
con trol for a i rcraft y terns. 
Planes are be ing designed 
with integrated sy terns for, 
among othe r things, flight 
co nu"o l, fire co ntro l, flutte r 
suppressio n a nd fli g h t man-
age me nt. 
The ITF allows checko ut of 
an aircraft 's componen ts a nd 
the inte ractio n be tween com-
pon e nts during ove rall o pe ra-
ti o n of its in teO"rated systems. 
Th e fac ili ty has a ircraft test 
bays tha t can acco mmoda te 
up to six aircraft. It a lso inco r-
porates labora tories, office 
space and assoc iated work 
space . 
Th e Powe red Lift Faci li ty 
m akes it possi bl e for 
researche rs to inves tiga te full-
sca le Short Take-O ff/ Vertical 
Landing (STOVL) propu l-
sion systems in prototyp e 
form. Adva nced ex perim e ntal 
tes t tech n iq ues can gather 
large-sca le propul ·ion data on 
candidate STOVL concepts 
and can he lp assess the ir tech-
n ical read iness. The facili ty is 
a lso be ing used to support 
the High-Speed Research 
Progra m. 
The facili ty fea tures a mul ti-
ax is force measuring sys te m; 
ro ll , pi tc h and yaw mo ments 
can a lso be determ in ed. The 
test ri g sup ports mode ls 
we ighing up to 40,000 
pou nds and can suppl y com-
pressed a il" to test a rti cles a t 
400 po unds pe r second. 
The Integrated 
Test Facility is on" 
line at Ames" 
Dryden Flight 
Research Facility. 
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REVITALIZING NASA'S 
WIND TUNNELS 
In 1989 SA started a wide-
ranging program to refurbish 
man y of its majo r wind tun-
ne ls, some of which are 30-50 
years o ld. 
Th e program resulted fro m a 
1987 tudy by a subcommittee 
of the Ae ro nauti cs and Space 
Enginee ring Board of the 
Nati onal Research Council. 
T he tudy ugges ted tha t some 
of ASA's wind tunn els could 
be made more productive 
and re li able . One dri ve r is 
compe Liti o n: Most European 
tunne ls a re onl y 10-20 years 
o ld and are able to ge nera te 
large quantiti es o f high-qua li-
ty daLa. 
I ASA' fi ve-year Wind Tunn el 
Revitalization Program is 
moderni zing the facilities and 
as ociaLed in u-ume nta tion in 
15 tu n ne l aL the Ames, Lang-
Ie)' and Lewi Research Cen-
Ler. bou L 70 percent o f the 
300 millio n requi red to com-
pleLe the program will go 
d irecLly lO improvemen ts in 
Lhe wi nd tunn els. pgrades to 
re laLed suppOrt fac ili ties will 
u e abo uL 20 percent and the 
remaining 10 percent will be 
devoted lO updating daLa 
acquisition sysLems and o th er 
equi pme n L. 
The 12-foot Pres-
sure Tunnel at 
Ames Research 
Center is in the 
process of renova-
tion as part of 
NASA's Wind Tun-
nel Revitalization 
program. 
O{\:~: ;~·lt', ~ . AGE 
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Lewis Research 
Center's Powered 
Lift Facility features 
a multi-axis force-
measuring system 
with a capacity of 
30,000 Ibs. axial 
force, 20,000 Ibs. 
vertical force and 
3000 Ibs. lateral 
force. 
NATIONAL FAC ILITIE S 
Whe n the Wind Tunne l Revi-
talization program is com-
plete, ASA' aeronautical 
fac ilities wi ll maintain th eir 
position as the world 's pre-
mier research and develop-
ment capa bili ty. 
AN EXPANDED ROLE 
FOR AMES-DRYDEN 
Sta rting from a modest gro up 
of fi ve e ngineers in 1946, the 
Ames-Dryd en Flight Research 
Facili ty has grown to a com-
plex with more than 900 
NASA civil e rvan ts and con-
tracto r pe rsonne l. Its locati o n 
in th e Califo rn ia high desert 
amo ng everal d ry lake beds 
used as runway make the 
base ideal for ae ro pace 
fli ght re earch. 
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Moreover, Ames-Dryden 
includes labo ratorie to 
ground tes t aircraft structural 
components and avionics sys-
tems, as we ll as faciliti es to 
visua li ze fl ow-patterns over 
mode ls and to process fli gh t 
research data. T hi s combina-
tion of location and capabili-
ties g ives Ames-Dryden an 
unmatc hed abiliLy to conduct 
advanced fli gh t researc h 
programs. 
NASA wan ts to ensure that 
the nation receives the fu ll 
benefi t of Ames-Dryde n 's 
unique fac ili ties. The age ncy 
is deve loping a forward-look-
ing plan that will conti nue 
Ames-DI),den as Amel-ica 's 
fli ght research center, 
participating in all future 
U.S. experimental aircraft 
programs. 
Ames-DI)'den wi ll he lp guar-
antee th e success of tomor-
row's research effort such as 
the X-30 National Ae ro-Space 
Plane Program and oth e r pro-
jects in flight stabili ty, control 
and propu l ion systems and 
tech no logy for super-man e u-
verab le aircraft. ~ 

ORGANI Z A TIO NS & IN ST ALLATIONS 
AERONAUTICS 
ORGANIZATION 
NASA's aeronautics re earch and tech-
nology program is directed by the Asso-
ciate Administrator for the Office of 
Aeronautics and Space Technology 
(OAST). OAST is responsible for plan-
ning, advocating, directing, executing 
and evaluating projects and research 
activities concerned with aeronautic 
and space technology and for institu-
tional managemen t of the Ames, Lang-
ley and Lewis Research Centers and 
Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility. 
Within OAST, the Director for Aeronau-
tics has overall respon ibility for strategy, 
planning, advocacy, direction, execution 
and evaluation of aeronautics programs. 
The Director for eronautics also is a 
primary OAST li aison for aeronautics 
with Congre s, advi ory committees, 
industry, universities and government 
agencies. He ensures that the Aeronau-
The cone fairing in 
NASA-langley's 16-
foot Transonic Wind 
Tunnel helps to 
reduce disturbances 
in air flow around 
corners. 
tics Directorate works closely with the 
other OAST Direc tora tes; for example, 
there is continuing inte raction with the 
Direc tor for Space Technology on 
re earch activitie that apply to both 
aero nautics and space and with the 
Directo r for Institutio ns o n institutional 
planning, budge ting and advocacy of 
facilities at I ASA's Research Center. 
The Aeronautics Directora te also estab-
Ii hes d isciplin e progl-am plans and 
objectives and de term ines faci lity 
requireme nts consistent with program 
strategy. The Research Center imple-
ment and manage the aeronautic pro-
grams and partic ipate jointly with OAST 
in develop ing strategic plans and estab-
lishing future research and fac ili ty 
requirements. 
The Direc tor for Aeronautic is support-
ed by a D puty Directo r and by four 
Division Direc tors for High- peed 
Research, Subsonic Tran pOl-tation , 
High-Performance Aircraft and Flight 
Projects, and Aeronautic Resea rch. The 
Deputy Director, in addition to upport-
ing th e overall direction of the aeronau-
tics program , focu es specific attention 
on broad strategy and policy issues. The 
respective Divi ion Directo rs defin e 
research and technology need , ensure 
the proper balance of vehicl -related 
and fundamental research and develop 
long-range plans within their areas. 
ASA' Aeronautics program encour-
ages cooperative academic involvement 
in the agency' research activi ti es, partic-
ularly in basic research. 
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O R GAN I ZAT I ONS & I NSTALL A T I ONS 
NASA RESEARCH CENTERS AERONAUTICS 
Stra teg ic Thrust and Obj ec tive Respo nsib ili ti es 
Of the thirteen installati ons that com-
prise the business end of the a ti onal 
Aeronautics and Space Administration , 
Langley Research Cen te r in Virgin ia, 
Lewis Research Center in O h io, and 
Ames Research Center and its Ames-
Dryden Flight Research Facili ty in Cali-
fo rnia are the primary instal lations con-
ducting NASA's ae ronauti cal research 
and technology programs. 
Each center, unique in its fac ili ties and 
research staff, is a resource that brings 
to NASA the capabili ti es wh ich have 
allowed the agency to main tain its 
wo rldwid e leadersh ip in aemnauti cs 
and pace re earch and tech nology 
development. 
But ASA does not work in a vacuum ; 
each center conducts its research in 
close coord inatio n with other agencies 
through cooperative agreemen ts, with 
un ive rsi ti e through ASA's many grant 
programs and with industry in coopera-
tive research pmjects. O ne of NASA's 
aeronautics thrusts, the developmen t of 
technology for hypersonic fli ght (foun-
dation fo r the futu re Na ti onal Aero-
Space Plan e), is an example of 
NASA/ DoD/ industry/ un iversity inte r-
disciplinary cooperative effor ts. 
The chart presen ts each Center 's 
respo nsibili ties in carrying o ut ASA's 
strategic thrusts. The map shows th e 
location of each research ce nter and 
lists its Cente r Directo r an d key aero-
nautical program mangers. ~ 
AMES - -----, 
Research Center 
Moffett Field, CA 
D.L. Compton 
V.L. Peterson 
F.R. Bailey 
C. T. Snyder 
Subsonic Aircraft/ National Airspace 
Aerodynamic Efficien cy 
Flig ht Manageme nt Conce pts 
Cockpi t/ A TC [n tegra tio n 
Composite Mate rials 
Aircraft afe ry 
Noise Reduction 
T il troLOr Techn o logy 
High-Speed Air Transportation 
Atmosph erics/ Emission Reduction 
Noise Red uc tio n 
So nic Boom 
Enabling Pro pulsio n Mate ri als 
Ai,·frame 
Propulsion 
Cockpit 
High-Perfonnance Military Aircraft 
Mane uve rabi lity & Agil ity 
Powered Lift 
Integra ted Controls 
ROLO rcraft Ag ili ty 
Hypersonic/ Transatmospheric Vehicles 
AeroLhe rmodynamics 
Mater ials & Structures 
Pro pulsion 
Critical Disciplines 
Aerodynamics 
Pro pu lsion 
Materials & Structures 
H uman Facto rs 
High.Perfo rman ce Computing 
National Facilities 
Major Wind Tunn els 
Supercomputing 
Flight Simu la tio n 
Flight Research 
1ajor Capabitily/ Role [==:=J Supporti ng Capabi lily/ Role I A 
AMES{ORYOEN --- - --'lj!!!-' 
L __ _ 
Flight Research Facil ity 
Edwards, CA 
K.J. Szalai 
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Langley 
LEWIS 
Research Center 
Cleveland, OH 
L.J. Ross 
J.S. Fordyce 
N.T. Saunders 
S.J. Grisafie 
- --- - LANGLEY 
Research Center 
Hampton, VA 
P.F. Holloway 
H.L. Beach 
R.V. Harr is. Jr . 
J.F . Creedon 
C.P. Blankenship 
Lewis 
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AMES RESEARCH CENTER 
Moffe tt Field , California 
As one of NASA's premier faciliti es, Ames 
Research Cente r uses its unique complex 
of advanced supercomputer and wind tun-
ne ls to conduct pioneering aeronautica l 
re earch . Ames is world-renowned for its 
research in compute r cience and applica-
tions, compu tational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) , aerodynamics, flight simulation 
and research, hypersonic aircraft, rotor-
craft and powered-lift technology and 
aeronautics and space human facto rs. 
AMES-DRYDEN FLIGHT 
RESEARCH FACILITY 
Edwards , Cal iforn ia 
Located in the high desert country of Cali-
fornia , Dryden Flight Research Facili ty is 
ASA's premier installation for aeronauti-
cal flight research, complementing the 
g round test capabilities of Ames and the 
other cen ters. I ts location on Rogers Dry 
Lake, a natural playa, is ideal for avia tion 
research and te t operations and for Space 
Shuttle landings. 
Dryden has been associated with many sig-
nificant milesto nes in aeronautical 
research , from the X-l supersonic resear ch 
flights to the forward swept wing X-29 and 
the Space Shuttle. Facil ity researchers are 
making prepa ra tions fo r th e fl ight test pro-
gram of tlle X-30 National Aero-Space 
Plane ( ASP) in the late 1990s. 
- -- --- - - - ------ ----
Current aeronautical research being 
cond ucted at Ames includes: 
~ Cockp it d isplay/ pilot fatigue and 
crew awareness and contro l 
~ Human-cente red air traffic 
contro l aids 
~ Advanced fun damental understand-
ing of aeroth erm odynamics 
processes and developmen t of pre-
di cted capab ilities Eor analysis and 
design optim ization of advanced 
aerospace vehicle 
~ Computational structural mechanics 
~ CFD/ SOxI20-foot tunnel work on 
high-alpha research 
~ Aerodynam ic and acoustic predic-
tion for rotorcraft and improved 
panel and helmet-mounted displays 
in pi lot inte rface for civil and 
mili tary rotorcraft 
Currem ae ronautical research be ing con-
ducted at DI)'den includes: 
~ Flight techniques and instrum entation 
on ASA research vehicles 
~ High angle-of-attack charac te ristics of 
th e forward-swept-wing design with 
the #2 X-29 
~ Airflow, behavior of fli gh t control sur-
faces and engine perform ance at 
high angles-oE-attack with the F / A-l S 
HARV fitted with tile til rust vectoring 
con trol system 
~ Integrated digital electronic flight and 
engine con trol systems for improved 
fu e l savings an d engine performance 
~ Laminar flow research at superson ic 
speeds with the F-16XL 
~ Design me tllodologies for in tegrated 
flight an d propulsion con tro ls for 
aircraft; co rre lation of research 
quali ty ae rodynamic prop ulsion and 
comrol systems data base to develop 
design criteria for adva nced aircraft 
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~ Navigational accuracy and 
associated operational procedures 
~ Advanced automation tools to aid 
effective air traffic con trol of 
terminal area traffic 
The umerical Aerodynamic Simulation 
(NAS) Facility and the ational Full-Scale 
Aerodynamics Complex ( FAC) are two of 
th e largest and most impressive faci lities at 
Ames. The unique NAS supercomputer 
system is the world's most advanced , capa-
ble of over one-billion computations per 
second. 
The NFAC houses the world 's largest wind 
tunnel providing the capabili ty to conduct 
ground-based testing of full-scale and 
large-scale aircraft and their components. 
An additional 30 wind tunnels-some 
designed for speeds up to 34,000 
mph-offer capabiliti es from low subsoni c 
to hypersonic. The Vertical Motion Simula-
tor and othe r flight simulators give ASA 
the abili ty to perform flight tests in a labo-
ratory setting. ~ 
The X-30 is expected to be tested at Dry-
den in tile late 1990s. The faci li ty's Ther-
mo tructures Research Facili ty is carrying 
out early structures research on compo-
nen ts tIlat may be used to bui ld the 
X-30. ~ 
ORGANIZAT I ONS & INSTALLATIONS 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
H a m pto n , Vi rg ini a 
Fo r almost 75 yea rs, Langley Research 
Center has been a leader in aeronautica l 
research. Th e Center is currently kn own 
for its work in aero th ermodyn amics, com-
putational flui d dynami cs, ae rodynamics 
and aeroelas ticily, robotics and air-breath-
ing propulsio n ystems fo r tile NASP pro-
g ram . Langley is also one of ASA's key 
fac il ities for th e development of aircraft 
fligh t contro l systems, visual displays and 
data networks. In additio n, th e Cente r 
does materia ls and su-uctures research 
foc using on sU-uctural analys is methods 
and research in airframe metallic and co m-
posite materials. 
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER 
C leve land, Ohi o 
The Lewis Research Cente r is ASA's lead-
er for aircraft propulsion , spacecraft 
p ropulsion, pace power and materi als 
technology re arch. NASA's re ea rch on 
aircraft icing and ice pro tecti on systems is 
performed in til e Icing Resea rch Tunne l, 
one of the world 's busi st. As a leade r in 
aero pace pm pulsion systems, Lewis is 
develop in g sub onic, superso nic and 
hyperson ic technology. 
Experimental resea rch in materi als, struc-
ture , and fluid dynamics is aimed at 
propu lsion ys tems fo r use on future high-
speed Lransports capable of u-ansocean ic 
and transa trn ospheric flight. Unique com-
ponents fo r these systems are being 
researched. 
Current ae ronautica l research be ing 
conducted at Langley includes: 
> Advanced composites tructures and 
mate ria ls fo r use in fUlUre primary 
aircraft structures 
~ Noise predi ction and suppre ion 
tec hn ology fo r high-speed civil 
u-ansports 
~ Airborn e deteClion and avoidance of 
wi nd shear and heavy ra in 
~ High-perfol-mance composites an d 
ligh t-we ight me talli c mate rials f O I- use 
in advanced airframe su-uc lUral 
appli ca tions 
~ Advanced controls di plays and deci-
sion-making aids to increase cockpit 
effi ciency and enhance capac ity of 
nati onal airspace system 
Current aero nauti cal resea rch be ing co n-
ducted a t Lewis includes: 
~ Advanced tu rboprop systems to pro-
vide aerodynamic aco usti c and su-uc-
tural tec hn o logy 
~ Small turbin e engin e techn ology to 
enhance U.S. manufaC lUre rs 
in th e future marke tpl ace 
~ I-ligh-temperalLlre composite 
mate ri als fo r appli ca tions to fUlUre 
propulsion systems 
> Advanced concepts in propulsion 
emissions and no ise reducLi on for 
futu re superso ni c transports 
~ Advanced mate ri als and processing 
techn ologies fo r high-te mperalLJre 
materi als 
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To support its research, Langle has 40 
wind lUnne ls th at operate a l speeds up to 
Mach 20, stru ctures and materials labora-
tories, flight simulator facilities and an 
advanced scientifi c compute r fac ili ty tha t 
in cludes th e Cray-2 supercomputer. 
The newest research facility fo r developing 
and testin g high-perfo rmance a ircra ft is 
th e a Li onal Transoni c Facility. This wind 
tunn e l uses cryoge nic nitrogen instead of 
air to provide more realistic flight im ula-
tion in testing aircraft that fl y at Lransonic 
speeds. ~ 
Plum Brook, a fi eld tation of th e Lewis 
Research Center, provide unique 
ae rospace test fac ili ties and large clear 
zo ne a reas for haza rdous tests wi til liquid 
hydroge n, oxygen and nuclear mate rials. 
To support its research, Lewis ' fac ilities 
in clude two superso ni c wind tunn el able 
to test full-sized sy tems, th e Icing Research 
Tunne l, the Powered Lift Facili ty, th e 
Mi crogravity Materials Science Laboratory, 
a 420-foo t zero gravity drop tower, an 
advanced supercomputer sys tem and th e 
nation 's most mode rn rocket engine test 
facility . ~ 
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UNIVERSITY 
PROGRAMS 
ASA's Aeronautics Program encour-
ages cooperative academic involvement 
in the agen cy's research activities, partic-
ularly in basic research. 
Th e ASA Aeronautics Program invests 
approximately 10 pe rcent of its re earch 
and development reso urces in the 
na tio n 's universities to conduct long-
range, high-risk re earch ; develop inno-
vative, creative approaches to advancing 
basic technology; and enhance existing 
unive rsi ty technological curriculum. In 
1990, nearly 150 institutions participat-
ed in over 650 projects involving a range 
of research topics from undergraduate 
engineering design studies through 
research in advanced materials, a ir traf-
fi c contro l tec hnology and next-genera-
ti on commercial tran port aircraft con-
ducted at the post-doctorate level. 
The majori ty of these projects are in the 
form of Basic Research Grants, wh ich 
are used by the unive rsities to extend 
mainstream aeronautical basic research. 
Additional support is provided by the 
ASA Research Centers through the 
Fund for Independent Research, which 
stimulates innovative, hig h-risk research 
conducted at universities. 
Altho ugh featuring only a portion of 
NASA's supportive resources, the fo llow-
ing descriptions illustrate the breadth 
and extent of the agency's Un iversity 
Programs. 
Research Institutes are located at the 
ASA Research Centers and are operat-
ed by a no nprofi t consortium of major 
co lleges and un iversiti es. T he Institutes 
cond uct unclassified basic research in 
applied mathematics, numeri cal analysis 
and computer science to strengthen spe-
cific capabili ti es in cience and engi-
neering. 
Research is conducted primarily by visit-
ing unive rsity and indusu)' scientists and 
by consu ltants. With temporary reside nt 
appoin tments, visiti ng scientists have the 
opportu nity to use the un ique facilities 
of the centers while working with NASA 
personn el on spec ifi c research . 
Research Center 
Ames Research Center 
Ins titute 
Research InstitLlle 
for Advanced 
Compute r Science 
Langley Resea rch Cemer Instilllte for Com-
puter Applications 
in Science and 
Engineering 
Lewis Research Cen ter 
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I nstitute for 
Computatio nal 
Mechanics in 
Prop ulsion 
Centers of Excellence have been estab-
lished at specific unive rsities to develop 
unique expertise and to accelerate 
progress in new and emerging fields. A 
"critical mass" of key faculty at the uni-
versities is established to conduct 
research , train studen ts and foster 
in terdisci plinary in teractions among 
the universities, the NASA Research 
Cen te rs, the Deparunen t of Defense 
and industry. 
Discipline 
Ceram ics 
Computer Science 
Computer Science 
Material Science 
High-Temperawre 
Materials 
Innovative Material 
Processing Scie nce 
University 
Pennsylvania State 
University 
University of 
Illino is 
Stanford niversity 
Virginia 
Polytechnic 
InsLitute and StaLe 
Un iversity 
Pennsylvania State 
Un ivers iLY 
University of 
Virginia 
Joint Institutes established by the 
Research Centers promote an active 
NASA/ university interchange in innova-
tive research areas. The goal: to meet 
the nation ' ever increasing needs in the 
advancement of science, engineeri ng 
and technology and to prepare qualified 
studen ts for careers in research , deve l-
opment, design and teach ing. 
Research Center Joint Institute 
Ames Research Cemer J oint Jnstilllte for 
AeronaUlics 
Langley Research 
Center 
Lewis Research Center 
and ACOUSLics 
Joint Institute for 
Advancement of Flight 
Science 
Ohio Aerospace 
Instiwte 
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ORCA I ZATIONS & I STALLATIO S 
The education and research opportuni-
ties offered in the program combine the 
academic resources of univer iti es with 
those of NASA Centers. Studen ts can 
become involved in projects that excite 
their interest and permit them to associ-
ate with unive rsity facul ty and experts 
fr om ASA Centers. 
Th University Advanced Design Pro-
gram i a unique program focused on 
enhancing the Aeronautics De ign Cur-
riculum fo r undergraduate studen ts. Ini-
tia ted in 1986, this Aeronautics Program 
brings together students and faculty 
with NASA engineers to provide a forum 
for the exchange of innovative design 
techn ique . Students apply Ie ons 
learned to design projects during a 
enio r year de ign course. These design 
projects are ejected by the students in 
consul tati on with their ASA counse lo r 
and reflect alternate approache to cur-
ren t ASA R&D areas of interest. The 
de ign proj ects are presented at an 
annual conference for review by student 
peers, facu lty and NASA and industry 
representa tives . Design projects vary 
from advanced computer to high-alti-
tude ai rcraft and from combat aircraft 
to supersonic and hyper onic ve hicles. 
The 1991 conference saw th e initiation 
of a special session in which ASA 
researchers gave a special presenta ti on 
on cu rrent efforts in multidisciplin ary 
design methods. 
Ten competitive ly selected unive rsities 
participated in the program : 
~ Auburn niversity 
~ California Polytechnic Sta te 
niversity, San Luis Obispo 
~ California State Po lytechnic 
University, Pomona 
~ alifornia State niversity, 
orth ridge 
~ Case Western Rese rve Unive rsity 
~ nive r ity of Kansas 
~ University of Notre Dame 
~ Ohio State niversity 
~ Purdue University 
~ Worce ter Polytechnic Insti tu te 
ASA ha established Training Grants in 
Hypersonics with six unive rsitie , 
because programs such as the National 
Aero-Space Plane ( ASP) are increasing 
our interest in hype rsonic fli ght. These 
grants will timu late and support the 
deve lopment of graduate leve l programs 
in hypersonic research . 
The training portion of the e programs 
will support deve lopin graduate level 
curriculum, analyti cal/ experimen tal 
course work and appropriate text mate-
rial specifically focused toward the study 
of hypersonic viscous flow phenomena. 
The research po rtio n wi ll support fun -
dam ental research in hypersonic re le-
vant to aircraft and missiles that fly 
from Mach 5 to 15. Parti cipa ting unive r-
sities are: 
~ Stanford niversity 
~ State Unive rsity of ew Yo rk 
~ University of Texas at Austin 
~ Ohio State Un ive rsity 
~ nive rsi ty of Sou thern California 
~ North Carolina tate University 
The Graduate Program in Aeronautics 
spon ors graduate trai ning and research 
relevant and acce ptable to bo th N SA 
and unive rsities in the fi e ld of aeronau-
tics and encourage a greater number of 
newly graduating engineers to pursue 
graduate training. 
A significant portio n of the training and 
research is tuden t research cond ucted 
under the guidance and support of fac-
ul ty and staff at a NASA Research Cen-
ter . The lo ng-te rm goal is to provide a 
cadre of research-trained graduate engi-
neers who will continue U.S. leadership 
in aerospace design and construction. 
The NASA/ National Research Council 
Resident Research Associateship Pro-
gram provides opportuniti es fo r post-
doctoral and senior post-docto ral scien-
tists and enginee rs to gain research 
expe rience in problems that are com-
patible with the researc h inte rests of the 
NASA Research Cente rs. Associateships 
are awarded fo r one year , but recipien ts 
may be considered fo r a second year. 
This program is administered by the 
Natio nal Research Council of the 
Nationa l Academy of Sciences. 
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T he American Society for Engineering 
Education Summer Faculty Fellowship 
Program pro ides an opportuni ty for 
unive rsity facul ty to do research at 
ASA' Research Cen te rs d uring the 
ummer. The program adds to the 
knowledge of the science fac ul ty, stim u-
lates th e exchange of ideas between 
ASA and uni ersity personnel, enrich-
es the re earch and train ing activitie of 
the partic ipan ts ' institu ti ons and con-
tributes to ASA' research objectives. 
Appoin ted Fellows spend 10 weeks in 
cooperative research and tudy pro-
grams. The study program uses lectures 
and semina rs by di tingu ished scientists 
and engineers from NASA, un iversities 
and industry. 
Each year, NASA's Graduate Student 
Research Program provides an opportu-
ni ty fo r approximate ly 40 graduate stu-
dents in aerospace science and tech nol-
ogy to conduct their th e is resea rch at a 
ASA Resea rch Cente r. T he Program is 
designed to raise the number of highly 
train ed aerospace scienti ts and engi-
nee rs who can meet the conti n ui ng 
needs of the national aerospace effort. 
An additio nal 40 graduate students are 
se lected for a science program pon-
sored by ASA Headquaners ba ed on 
pro posals by the studen ts ' advisors in a 
re earch area iden tified by NASA. ~ 
O R GAN I ZAT I ONS & INSTA L LATIONS 
AERONAUTICS ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE 
ASA rece ives valuable guidance an d 
technical advice regarding aeronautics 
research and technology programs from 
external sources such as the Aero nauti cs 
Advisory Committee (AAC) of the NASA 
dvisory Council, a p,-imary mechanism 
for interacting with the external techni-
cal commun ity of aeronautics experts. 
The AAC makes recommendations 
based upon periodic reviews of NASA's 
technical plans, research priorities and 
program progress. This advisory func-
tion provide NASA with critical guid-
ance in planning, coord inating and 
a sessing the aeronautics program and 
expeditiously transferring techno logy to 
the nation 's aerospace industry. 
The AAe consists of approx imate ly 20 
members from industry, academia and 
governmen t se lected for their expertise 
in spec ific technical area of aeronau-
ti cs. upporting the AAC is a larger 
group of d iscipli ne and vehicle special-
ists who make up the Aerospace 
Research and Technology Subcommit-
tee (ARTS) . The AAC defin es specific 
topics of interes t or conce rn that 
req uire in-depth study or review. Tech-
nical specialists from the ARTS are 
selected , based on the ir expertise in the 
top ical area, to conduct a detailed 
assess ment and to deve lop recommen-
dations for AAC consideration. 
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Given the rapid ly changing nature of 
aeronautics, the role of the AAC i criti-
cal to maintaining an aggressive and 
productive aeronautics research and 
technology program. The con tinuous 
dialogue between OAST and the AAC 
assists ASA in prioritizing research 
efforts to meet the nation 's aeronautical 
technology needs. ~ 
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